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ABSTRACT

This thesis contains an introduction and four essays that together address the issues of turnout and habitual voting. Although voting is less unequal than other forms of political participation, it is still biased in favour of more socially affluent citizens. One way to achieve more equal participation is to increase the general turnout. This is the implication of the 'law of dispersion', formulated by Tingsten in 1937, which states that as turnout increases, participatory equality also increases. In Essay I, co-written with Mikael Persson and Maria Solevid, we revisit Tingsten’s law and find new empirical support for it.

One possible path to improving general turnout is the formation of voting habits. It is argued by some scholars that voting is a habit formed early on in life, when young people encounter their first elections after coming of age. It is, however, still a matter of debate as to whether voting is an act of habit. Three of the four essays in this thesis tackle this question in various ways. In Essay II, I study voting among young people who encounter their first election in different social contexts depending on their age, and how these differing contexts affect their propensity to vote in their first and second election. In Essay III, I examine whether experiencing a European Parliament election with a low turnout as a first election affects the likelihood of casting a vote in a subsequent national parliamentary election. In Essay IV, co-written with Sven Oskarsson, we study student mock elections, which constitute the first, albeit hypothetical, election experience for many young people.

The main result is that the first election a young person faces is not as important as has been claimed in previous research. Regardless of whether the initial experience takes place in a context that encourages turnout or the first election encountered is a low-stimulus election that fails to draw crowds to the polls, there is no substantial impact on turnout in subsequent elections. One implication of this finding is that lowering the voting age is not likely to increase voting rates, not even in the longer term.
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Elections are at the heart of democracy. By casting votes, citizens give voice to their preferences and decide who will hold public office. Not all citizens, however, use this opportunity to influence politics, and those who do cast a vote are not a random sample of the electorate. There is ample evidence that voters tend to have higher incomes, greater wealth and better education than non-voters (e.g. Verba and Nie 1972; Wolfringer and Rosenstone 1980; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995; Leighley and Nagler 2014; Öhrvall 2015). This inequality in turnout could lead to election outcomes that do not represent the electorate’s preferences and to policy outcomes that are biased towards those who participate.

One way to achieve more equal participation is to increase the general turnout. That is at least the implication of the ‘law of dispersion’ formulated by Tingsten in 1937, which states that as turnout increases, participatory equality also increases (Tingsten 1937, p. 230). If the law holds, it is not necessary to mobilise specific groups with low turnout in order to improve political equality; as long as general turnout increases, participation will become more equal. One of the essays included in this thesis revisits Tingsten’s law, and finds support for it.

Increasing turnout may not, however, be an easy task. Even though there has been an abundance of research focusing on voter turnout, many questions remain about why some people vote and others do not. As noted by Blais (2007), the more research that is devoted to studying turnout, the more complex it appears. Nevertheless, progress has been made and some pieces of the puzzle have been found. One consistent finding in previous research is that voting in one election is a potent predictor for turnout in subsequent elections (e.g. Brody and Sniderman 1977). This is not surprising since some individual characteristics that correlate with voting—such as parental background and
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Educational attainment—are time-invariant or at least fairly stable over time. It is likely that an individual with characteristics that tend to promote turnout will have the same characteristics when the next election comes around a few years later. Nevertheless, an increasing number of scholars have argued that the very act of voting is self-reinforcing and that voting should therefore be seen as a habit that can be acquired (e.g., Plutzer 2002; Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003; Denny and Doyle 2009; Aldrich, Montgomery, and Wood 2011). This concept of habit entails that if two individuals who have identical characteristics, including their previous voting history, should haphazardly make different decisions as to whether or not to vote on election day, then the one who votes will be more likely to vote in a subsequent election than the one who abstains.

In this field of research, the initial level of turnout among young people is of crucial importance (e.g., Plutzer 2002; Franklin 2004). Those voting for the first time after coming of age could form a habit of either voting or abstaining. Whether the first election encountered by a young person is an election that draws many to the polls or a low-stimulus election could therefore have long-term consequences. It is also, according to this line of reasoning, easier to persuade young people to cast a vote since they have not yet acquired a habit of voting or abstaining. It should be noted, however, that this is an emerging field within political science and not all results point in the same direction. Some studies have found that voting in one election has a positive effect on the probability of voting in subsequent elections (e.g., Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003; Cutts, Fieldhouse, and John 2009; Coppock and Green 2016), but the generalisability of the results has been questioned (e.g., Meredith 2009). There is also research that has failed to find support for the idea of voting being an act of habit (Bergh 2013; Gäbler, Potrafke, and Rösel 2017; Bechtel, Hangartner, and Schmid 2018).

In this thesis, I aim to bring new evidence to this debate. My main purpose is to investigate whether voting is a habit and if the first election is as important for future turnout as some scholars have argued. By also studying the link between turnout and participatory equality, the thesis contributes to the discussion on whether get-out-the-vote (GOTV) efforts and electoral reforms designed to mobilise young people are an effective way to increase equality in voting.

Since the 1980s, voter turnout has declined in a wide range of advanced democracies (Blais 2000; Franklin 2004; Blais and Rubenson 2013), and studies have found that this decline in turnout has been especially pronounced among the young (e.g., Smets 2012). If the initial turnout among young people has long-term implications, the question of what brings them to the polls becomes crucial. Much of the previous research on voter turnout has been focused on the individual and their characteristics. This research has emphasised that political participation is related to socio-economic resources, but also to engagement and mobilisation (e.g., Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). In recent years, however, some scholars have put more emphasis on the social logic of voting (e.g., Sinclair 2012; Rolfe 2013). This strand of research stresses the importance of an individual’s social networks. For many young people, the family constitutes an important social network that can promote voting, but voting can also be promoted by friends, other students at school, colleagues at work and fellow members of different types of social groups (e.g., Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995; Bhatti and Hansen 2012b).
The importance of different social networks varies over an individual's lifetime. With a voting age set at 18, as it is in most countries, young adults usually encounter their first election when they are between 18 and 21 years of age. This is a time when many leave school and the family nest to start a life on their own. Since this is a disruptive stage in a young person's life, Franklin (2004, pp. 63–66) argues that 18 is a particularly ill-suited voting age. In fact, he takes the argument further and claims that the decline in voter turnout seen in most old democracies over recent decades is, to a large extent, due to the lowering of the voting age to 18 in the 1960s and 1970s (Franklin 2004, pp. 190–191, 213–214). This claim is based on the assumption that voting is a habit that is formed by the first elections a young person encounters, and that abstention at the first election could lead to detrimental long-term effects on voter turnout. Franklin therefore recommends that the voting age should be lowered (Franklin 2004, p. 213).

In many Western democracies, the voting age has been lowered on several occasions during the 20th century, and it is a topic that is now back on the political agenda. In 2007, Austria lowered the general voting age to 16 (Wagner, Johann, and Kritzinger 2012). No other European country has so far followed suit, but some countries have lowered the voting age in local elections and others have experimented with similar reforms (Bergh 2013). In a number of additional countries, the issue has been investigated and debated (Wagner, Johann, and Kritzinger 2012; McAllister 2014; Zeglovits and Aichholzer 2014), and the European Parliament (EP) (2015/2035(INL)) has recommended that, for elections to the EP, member states harmonise the voting age at 16.

Depending on their birthdate and the electoral cycle, young people face their first election at different ages and presumably in varied social contexts. Those who are 18 are likely to be still living with their parents and attending school, while those who are slightly older will have entered a more disruptive phase of life. If the first election is of such crucial importance, as claimed by Franklin (2004), then lowering the voting age from 18 might help to increase turnout, since it would mean that most young people would be exposed to their first election while they are still in school and living with their family.

The date on which a person is born also affects what type of election they will experience first. Most countries have different types of elections with varying election cycles. This includes national elections characterised by high salience and turnout and local elections that receive less attention and draw fewer to the polls. The latter are often labelled second-order elections. For countries that are members of the European Union, elections to the EP might also be categorised as second-order elections (Reif and Schmitt 1980; Hix and Marsh 2011). It has been argued by Franklin and Hobolt (2011) that young people whose first election is an EP election are less likely to vote in subsequent elections to the EP or national parliaments because the initial experience instils a habit of abstention in some. In their opinion, the low voting rates in EP elections have therefore had a harmful effect on turnout in national elections within the EU member states.

If voting is a habit largely formed at a young person's first election, then it could explain the declining turnout within the EU. As indicated above, habitual voting would also have other implications. It could be a rationale for lowering the voting age, since
In introduction, such a reform would give more young adults the opportunity to vote for the first time in a context that promotes turnout and thereby increases the probability of forming a habit of voting. It would also be a reason to focus mobilising campaigns on young adults, since such efforts might have a positive effect on turnout not only in an upcoming election but also in many elections that follow, through the forming of a voting habit. If a higher turnout also means a more equal turnout, such reforms and campaigns could also lead to a higher degree of political equality. This line of reasoning is, however, based on some crucial assumptions—most notably that voting is an act of habit—and previous research in this regard has not been conclusive. In this thesis, I examine those assumptions. Three of the four essays contained in this thesis address in different ways how a first election experience affects future turnout. The remaining essay, Essay I, is focused on the link between voter turnout and participatory equality. In all the essays, the analyses are based on statistical methods and Swedish register data of very high quality, with validated information on turnout and no nonresponse.

In Essay I, co-written with Mikael Persson and Maria Solevid, we revisit the aforementioned ‘law of dispersion’ formulated by Tingsten (1937), which states that as turnout increases, participatory equality also increases. Even if this law has been influential on the literature on turnout (e.g. Lijphart 1997; Hajnal and Trounstine 2005; Finseraas and Vernby 2014), there have been few empirical tests of it and the results have been inconclusive (Sinnott and Achen 2008). We bring new evidence from a study of turnout in the 2010 election to Västra Götaland County Council in Sweden and a re-run election to the same county council in 2011. In the re-run election, voter turnout plummeted from 81 to 44 per cent, and this led to greater inequality of participation across different socio-economic groups. In other words, we found clear support for Tingsten’s law.

That higher turnout leads to more equal participation implies that reforms and GOTV efforts increasing general turnout will also improve political equality. If voting is a habit, as suggested by some scholars, such initiatives should be targeting young adults. Three of the essays included in this thesis examine, in various ways, the voting of young people at their first elections after coming of age and whether those early experiences have lasting effects on turnout. In Essay II, I study voting among young people who encounter their first election in different social contexts depending on their age, and how those differing contexts affect their propensity to vote in their first election and in the one that follows. Essay III can be seen as a study of the opposite situation: the consequences of a less stimulating first electoral experience. Here, I examine whether encountering a second-order election with low turnout as the first election after coming of age affects the propensity to vote in a subsequent first-order election. This is done by comparing the turnout in elections to the Swedish national parliament of young adults who turned 18 and became entitled to vote just before or after a previous Swedish EP election.

Finally, Essay IV, co-written with Sven Oskarsson, focuses on mock elections in upper secondary schools. They take place at the time of a general election and can be seen both as a part of the civic education provided by the school system and as a rehearsal for a real election. By giving adolescents the opportunity to practise voting in a social
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context that might foster participation, student mock elections can be seen as an alternative to lowering the voting age. Previous studies have shown that mock elections can increase political efficacy and found a relationship between voting in such events and the stated intention to vote in real elections (Hansen 2017; Borge 2017). There is, however, a fundamental difference between stated intentions and manifested behaviour, and no previous study has examined the effects of mock elections on turnout in real elections.

The main result of this thesis is that the first election a young person encounters is not as important for future turnout as has been claimed in previous research. Regardless of whether the initial experience takes place in a context that fosters turnout or is a low-stimulus election that fails to draw crowds to the polls, it does not have any substantial impact on the likelihood of voting in subsequent elections. This is not to say that efforts to stimulate turnout among young adults are pointless—it is indeed likely that they are more receptive than older members of the electorate—but one should not take for granted that the effects of such efforts will last. Nevertheless, as shown in Essay IV, even well-thought-out mobilising initiatives may fail to increase the likelihood of voting among young adults. These results have some profound implications, as I return to later on.

This introductory chapter is organised as follows: In the next section, I present theoretical models for explaining voter turnout. I provide a more detailed explanation of the relationship between turnout and the social context, and theories about voting as a habit. I also devote part of that section to discussing the definition of voting habit and different mechanisms that might explain how such a habit could be formed. Thereafter, I present an overview of previous research on voter turnout, including the importance of social groups, and how voting in one election might affect turnout in subsequent elections. The focus in that section is mainly on turnout among young people and voting as a habit. Since the data used in the analyses presented in this thesis are from Sweden and refer to Swedish elections, the following section includes a short description of the Swedish electoral system and Swedish turnout. I then give a description of the data and methods used in these analyses. The main results of the essays included in this thesis follow. Finally, the implications of the results are discussed in the concluding section.

Theoretical approaches to voter turnout

Zuckerman (2005, p. 11) has pointed out that even though the foundational texts on political behaviour had a theoretical framework that included the social logic of politics, they institutionalised a research agenda focused on the individual level of analysis. Those texts provide numerous examples that underline the importance of people’s immediate social circumstances for forming their political behaviour. In their seminal book The American Voter from 1960, Campbell et al. (1960) state that ‘Not only does the individual absorb from his primary groups the attitudes that guide his behavior; he often behaves politically as a self-conscious member of these groups, and his perception
of their preferences can be of great importance for his own voting act.’ In another influential book from four years earlier, Voting, Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee (1960) claim that ‘by the very process of talking to one another, the vague dispositions which people have are crystallized, step by step, into specific attitudes, acts, or votes.’

Yet, despite this emphasis on the social context, the analyses carried out usually revolved around the individual. During the following decades, research into political participation shifted focus away from the social context and towards the characteristics of individuals. Zuckerman (2005, p. 11) puts forward two set of factors that explain this development. The first has to do with the decision to use national sample surveys and the limitation of the statistical techniques available at the time. By design, the samples included separated individuals and any information about their primary groups had to be retrieved through the respondent. As acknowledged by Campbell et al. (1960, p. 76), in the absence of any checks such information could be biased by perception distortion. The size of the samples also made it difficult to study subgroups that could be assumed to have a specific social context, e.g. young people living with their parents. Furthermore, the main statistical toolbox available at that time lacked tools for handling more complex data structures. I return to both these aspects later, when I discuss the data and methods employed in the essays that make up this thesis.

The second set of factors put forward by Zuckerman (2005) is related to theory. Some scholars found theories about the role of social groups deterministic and having limited explanatory power, and instead stressed the rationality of the individual (e.g. Key and Munger 1959, pp. 281–82). As Key (1966, p. 7) puts it, ‘voters are not fools’ and the portrait given by available survey data ‘is not one of an electorate straitjacketed by social determinants or moved by subconscious urges’. When it comes to this shift in theory, Downs’ seminal book An Economic Theory of Democracy of 1957 is of fundamental importance (Downs 1957). In it, Downs presents the rational choice approach that has been so influential on research on voter turnout.

Downs assumes that citizens act rationally when they make political decisions. A citizen will vote if they conclude that the benefits of voting are greater than the costs; if not, they will abstain. According to Downs, time is the principal cost of voting: time to register, discover which parties are running, deliberate, go to the polls and mark the ballot. Most of these costs might seem trivial, even though some citizens might find it demanding to seek out information about each viable party or candidate and their political platforms. More importantly however, the decision on whether to vote or not depends, according to Downs’ model, on the extent of the costs compared to the extent of the benefits. Hence, even if the costs are low, it might still be rational for a citizen to abstain, if the value of the benefits is even lower.

The return a citizen receives from voting is, according to Downs, compounded of a number of factors, but he mentions three that are crucial. The first factor is derived from the value an individual puts on one party (or candidate) winning the election instead of another, i.e. the party differential. The second factor is based on the degree to which they discount the party differential to allow for the influence of other voters: in other words, how likely it is that their vote will be decisive. This is related to the per-
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ception of how close the election will be. These two factors together give the vote value. Since the probability of casting a decisive vote is infinitesimal, the vote value will be tiny and outweighed even by very low voting costs. Together these two factors imply a situation in which almost no one will cast a vote. However, Downs also includes a third factor: the value of voting per se, which is not related to the other two but rather to the individual’s desire to see democracy work. As Downs (1957, p. 269) puts it: ‘Since the consequences of universal failure to vote are both obvious and disastrous, and since the cost of voting is small, at least some men can rationally be motivated to vote even when their personal gains in the short run are outweighed by their personal costs.’ Hence, the perpetuation of democracy can be seen as a reward for voting, and this is labelled by Downs (1957, p. 270) as the long-run participation value. Using this line of arguments, Downs finds an explanation for why it may be rational for some people to vote even if they do not bother to seek out information about the different party platforms; the cost of voting in a way that is not aligned with personal preferences is smaller than the potential ills of not voting at all.

Nevertheless, many researchers have not found this third factor put forward by Downs satisfactory. As Barry (1978) argues, it is not likely that a single vote would be decisive in enabling democracy to continue to work. Riker and Ordeshook (1968) instead propose an expanded model. They build upon the work of Downs (1957) and Tullock (1967), and formulate a more formal model for citizen’s decision on whether or not to vote, in which they include benefits received by the individual that are independent of the election outcome.

It could be argued that Downs, with his third factor, also includes benefits that are independent of the election outcome. However, Downs has a narrow definition of rationality that only considers political benefits, while Riker and Ordeshook adopt a broader definition of rationality. They define rationality as being able to order preferences and select the more preferred action over those less preferred. This means that each individual can make calculations about their actions and that those calculations can be understood by others. Using this definition, the benefits reaped by voting do not have to be political. Riker and Ordeshook could thereby include the psychic gratification gained by the individual from the act of voting. This psychic gratification might consist of the satisfaction of complying with the ethics of voting, of affirming allegiance to the political system or of affirming political efficacy, as well as the pleasure of going to the polls, and might be seen as different aspects of the more general concept of civic duty (Blais 2000).

Three additional points made by Riker and Ordeshook (1968) are worth mentioning. Firstly, it is the perceived probability of casting a decisive vote that should be included in the model and not the objective probability. They argue that, for many people, the subjective estimate of the likelihood of casting a decisive vote is higher than is reasonable. Secondly, they conclude that it is likely that, for many citizens, the party differential is much greater than previously assumed. Thirdly, they do not exclude the possibility that some people will act irrationally. Taken together, this could explain why so many people vote, even if at first sight it seems likely that only a few people would do so.
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Nonetheless, the model advocated by Riker and Ordeshook has also attracted criticism. The main critique is related to the inclusion of psychic gratification; if such benefits are included, it could always be argued that a voter will decide to cast a vote because they consider the benefits to outweigh the costs, and the theory thus cannot be falsified (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995; Blais 2000). This risk of falling into a tautological trap was recognised by Downs and it was the reason why he chose a definition of rationality that only included those actions that lead to strict political or economic ends (1957, pp. 275–76).

Even if the social context and the role of groups could be integrated into a rational choice framework, Zuckerman (2005) and others argue that the individual’s social circles should have a more profound role in analyses of political participation (e.g. Rogers, Fox, and Gerber 2013). Another strand of the literature has proposed that the research should be expanded in another way—in the temporal dimension. Scholars adhering to this perspective believe voting should be seen as a habitual act and that, if an individual casts a vote in one election, they will, ceteris paribus, be more likely to also vote in a subsequent election (e.g. Plutzer 2002; Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003). These two expansions—bringing in the social context and the temporal dimension—are discussed further in the remaining parts of this section.

The social context

It has long been recognised that there is a relationship between socio-economic resources and political participation. In their seminal book Participation in America, Verba and Nie (1972, pp. 125–37) present a model based on the assumption that people with a higher socio-economic status are more likely to develop a civic orientation, such as a concern for politics and feelings of efficacy, that leads to political participation. Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995) argue that both the socio-economic model and the rational choice approach have shortcomings as frameworks for analysing political participation. In their view, the socio-economic model has empirical power to predict activity but is theoretically deficient in failing to clarify the link between resources and participation. On the other hand, they find that the rational choice approach is theoretically rich but lacks predictive power and relevance. In line with the critique mentioned above, they argue that, when the rational choice model is extended to include psychic benefits, it becomes almost unfalsifiable and hence loses its analytical bite.

The solution put forward by Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995) is what they call the Civic Voluntarism Model. The model focuses on three answers to the question of why some citizens do not participate: because they cannot, because they do not want to, and because nobody asked. In other words, they argue that some people are inactive because they do not have resources, lack engagement, or are situated outside of networks that could mobilise them into political activity. By ‘engagement’, they mean psychological engagement with politics, for example an interest in political affairs or a sense of efficacy.

An individual’s social context can help promote turnout by addressing all three aspects of participation included in the Civic Voluntarism Model. Other individuals
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within a social network can provide information that reduce the cost of voting, for example by providing details on the party platforms or by explaining the electoral process and how to cast a vote. They can also stimulate interest in political affairs through discussions and they can mobilise by encouraging participation. Within a social network, individuals can be pressured to participate (Rolfe 2013). Such pressure can be explicit, but also subtle. As discussed by Rogers, Fox, and Gerber (2013), the basic need to belong can influence people to act in accordance with how they expect others to behave (see also Tajfel 1974). If they perceive that voting is part of a social norm within a group they belong to, they may conform to this norm regardless of their political interest.

Social networks can also affect the impact of mobilising activities undertaken by other actors. Candidates, activists, parties and other organisations may all mobilise people to participate in elections. Rosenstone and Hansen (1993, pp. 25–30) distinguish two types of mobilisation: direct and indirect mobilisation. Direct mobilisation includes all activities whereby different political actors contact citizens and encourage them to take action, for example through meetings and rallies or by GOTV campaigns. The latter can include non-personal contact, such as letters and flyers, but also more personal contact, such as phone calls and door-to-door canvassing within the constituency. Mobilising activities can reach beyond the individuals contacted directly since those individuals are embedded in social networks. Political information can be spread through those networks, and a mobilised individual can affect the behaviour of other members that belong to the same social group. Social networks can thus convert direct mobilisation into indirect mobilisation. This amplifies the effect and reduces the cost of mobilising activities.

Although social networks in general can play an important role in stimulating political participation, specific types of social networks are likely to be more important for some people than others. The importance of different networks might also be expected to change over the course of a person’s life. One social group that is often mentioned in the literature, and which is considered to have an important role for most people, is the family (e.g. Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995, pp. 416–27; Brady, Schlozman, and Verba 2015). This is especially true for young people growing up, but the family can also have long-term effects on political participation.

Verba, Burns, and Schlozman (2003) discuss two mechanisms by which parents might influence the political participation of their children. Firstly, parents with socio-economic advantages, such as education or income, pass on those socio-economic advantages to their children, and these are then translated into political activity. Secondly, parents may expose their children to political discussion and other stimuli that promote later political engagement. Since people who are more socio-economically advantaged tend to be more interested in politics, these two mechanisms are likely to be correlated. This way in which participation is transferred over generations has been labelled by some as status transmission theory (Gidengil, Wass, and Valaste 2016). The suggested mechanisms are closely related to the first two aspects of the Civic Voluntarism Model—resources and engagement. The third aspect of the model is also likely to be relevant in this context: it is plausible that parents can mobilise their children by encouraging them to vote, especially if they all are living under the same roof at the time.
of the election. Another mechanism by which the political participation of the parents can be transferred to their children is what is sometimes called social learning theory (Gidengil, Wass, and Valaste 2016). This theory stresses the child’s observational learning and the modelling of behaviour on the parental example (Westholm 1999; Jennings, Stoker, and Bowers 2009). This can be seen as adaptation to the social norm of a group, albeit to a very small and specific group, i.e. the family.

Another important social context and potential agent of political socialisation is the school. Education is a fundamental socio-economic resource whose role is often stressed in research on political participation (e.g. Campbell et al. [1960] 1980; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). The underlying assumption is that schools will impart political information and various skills, which will in turn facilitate political learning and thereby increase interest in political affairs and reduce the cost of voting (Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980). Education thus has the potential to reduce inequality in participation that stems from different family backgrounds. Some scholars have, however, questioned whether the relationship between educational attainment and participation is causal, and they instead argue that it might be a proxy for pre-existing characteristics (Berinsky and Lenz 2011; Persson 2014). If that is the case, education might not be a tool for levelling the playing field as has been suggested in previous literature. Nonetheless, schools can provide a social context that can mobilise at the time of election. Teachers can discuss an upcoming election and address the political issues at stake, thereby increasing the students’ political interest, and classmates can form social groups that stimulate the political participation of their members.

There are other noteworthy social contexts that might affect political participation. After leaving school, most people find an occupation. The workplace then becomes a social context in which much of the day is spent, and the co-workers may form a social group that might influence political participation (Rosenstone and Hansen 1993, pp. 31–32). Another important event in life for many is finding a spouse or partner; they may then form a relationship that can be seen as an intimate social group, which might affect political behaviour (Stoker and Jennings 1995). Friends and neighbours are other social groups that could potentially have an effect on the likelihood of voting (Huckfeldt 1979; Huckfeldt and Sprague 1992). Finally, in any discussion of social contexts that may affect voter turnout, we should also mention organisations. Political organisations can encourage an interest in politics and mobilise their members at the time of elections. It is, however, likely that people who join such organisations already have an interest in politics or at least in certain policy issues, but becoming a member can help to maintain, or even further develop, that interest. Non-political organisations such as sports or religious organisations can also promote turnout through the same mechanisms as other social networks (Verba and Nie 1972, pp. 174–208).

Expanding the analysis from the individual to take in their social context too shows that there are numerous social groups that could potentially affect a person’s decision to vote or abstain. The influence of those groups might be direct and explicit or indirect and subtle. Individuals who share the same characteristics but are embedded in divergent social contexts might therefore have different propensities for voting. Such differences might exist not only between different individuals but also—as I will return
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to later—at different points in time over the course of an individual’s life. When studying voter turnout, therefore, there is justification for bringing in both the social logic and the temporal dimension.

Persistency and habitual voting

Many of the factors that are assumed to be associated with turnout are likely to be fairly stable over time. This includes socio-economic resources, psychological traits, attitudes, and social influences (e.g. Verba and Nie 1972; Wolfsberger and Rosenstone 1980; Coppock and Green 2016). If a person votes in one election, we expect them to vote in the next election too. A growing number of scholars have taken the argument further and claim that the very act of voting is self-reinforcing (e.g. Plutzer 2002; Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003; Dinas 2012). This idea is not new; Campbell et al. (1960, p. 92), for example, expressed it as follows: ‘It is plausible to think of voting as a type of conduct that is somewhat habitual and to suppose that as the individual develops a general orientation towards politics he comes to incorporate either voting or non-voting as part of his normal behavior.’

The idea of habitual voting has gained more attention in recent research. Nevertheless, in this strand of literature, the concept of voting habit is defined in various ways and sometimes not at all. Most researchers use the same definition as Denny and Doyle (2009), who state that ‘Habits occur when, other things being equal, the decision to vote is dependent on whether the individual did so in the previous election’ (e.g. Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003; Cutts, Fieldhouse, and John 2009; Coppock and Green 2016). I also adhere to this definition. It should be noted that the ‘other things being equal’ element is a crucial part of the definition; the claim is not simply that an individual’s voting propensity persists over time, but that the decision to vote or abstain in one election has a causal effect on the likelihood of voting in subsequent elections.

As I argue below, this definition includes some possible mechanisms that are not commonly described as habits. It could therefore be argued that another label would be preferable. Green and Shachar (2000) use the term consuetude since, as they put it, ‘[c]onsuetude is conventionally defined as habit or custom but lacks the unwanted connotations of those terms.’ However, in later research Green has abandoned ‘consuetude’ in favour of ‘habit’ (e.g. Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003; Coppock and Green 2016). There is also a long tradition of using the label of ‘habit’ in research on voter turnout going back at least to Gosnell (1927), and today the label is ubiquitous. In order not to cause confusion, I have therefore decided to adhere to this convention.

It is still worth mentioning that Aldrich, Montgomery, and Wood (2011) use a narrower definition where ‘[h]abit involves repetition of a response under similar conditions so that the response becomes automatically activated when those conditions occur.’ This is a definition of habit that resembles the way the term is used in social psychology (see Wood and Neal 2007), but is rarely used by other researchers studying voter turnout. Their argument is that voting becomes automated through repetition. In order to form such a habit, this repetition has to take place in the same context, or at least in a very similar one. A change in context or in the cue associated with elections
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could break the habit, and the individual would then have to make a new, deliberate choice as to whether or not to vote. They do not state how many repetitions they expect are necessary to form a habit of voting. Since elections in many countries take place at least a few years apart, it could take a long time before a person achieves even a handful of repetitions. If different types of elections constitute separate contexts, it would take an even longer time. I therefore find it very unlikely that voting could become an act of habit in this sense, and I do not give this argument any further attention.

In previous research, various other mechanisms have been suggested to explain habitual voting. They are often presented in the form of a list of potential explanations without any detailed discussion of how they differ in nature (e.g. Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003; Dinas 2012). I argue that these mechanisms can be grouped into three separate categories. In the first category, I place mechanisms associated with costs. This includes mechanisms that are based on the idea that casting a vote in one election reduces the cost of voting in a following election (e.g. Gäbler, Potrafke, and Rösel 2017). For example, a person who has voted before knows the procedure for casting a vote and the location of the polling station. Elections often involve the same parties and their relative political positions are not likely to change fundamentally between elections, so the cost of getting information about what is at stake is probably lower after a first vote. It could also be argued that, given the cost of information, it is rational to make the same voting decision as previously. Downs (1957, p. 85) stated that ‘some rational men habitually vote for the same party in every election’. His argument was that an individual can save resources by not analysing all the available information in all elections but rather voting for the same party as previously until something extraordinary reveals that this is no longer a suitable option. The same logic could also be applied to the decision as to whether to vote or not.

In the second category, I put mechanisms related to broad psychological orientations known to influence voter turnout, such as feelings of civic obligation, level of partisanship, or interest in politics. Going to the polls can confirm and reinforce one’s self-image as a civic-minded, politically involved citizen, and it can also bring about positive or negative feelings about engaging in the act of voting itself (e.g. Milbrath 1965; Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003). Voting can also lead to an interest in politics that endures until the following election. This category also includes explanations that are associated with political efficacy. By casting a vote, the individual can become more confident in their ability to participate in the political process.

The third category differs somewhat from the other two. Here, I place mechanisms that are based on changes in how other actors behave depending on whether the individual votes or not. This includes the assumption that voters receive much more attention from parties, candidates, and activists than do non-voters (see Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003). Political campaigns can retrieve information about who voted in the previous election and target their efforts towards them. This type of explanation emphasises that if an individual votes, the likelihood of their being approached by different mobilising actors increases. However, it is also possible to conceive that parties might choose to target non-voters on the assumption that more votes are potentially
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to be gained among them. These mechanisms of course hinge on information about earlier voting behaviour being publicly available.

Any factor that causes an individual to vote instead of abstain could, through the above-mentioned mechanisms, have downstream effects on turnout in subsequent elections. This factor might, for example, be a social context that promotes voting or exposure to a GOTV campaign. It is worth underlining that habitual voting thereby implies that such factors can have an effect greater than the increase in turnout in an upcoming election, since it could also help increase future turnout by instilling a habit of voting. This could be seen as a multiplier effect of mobilising efforts.

On the other hand, a factor that decreases turnout in one election might also have lasting effects through what might then be labelled habitual abstention. It is, nonetheless, likely that not all the above-mentioned mechanisms are at play in that situation. Abstention might affect an individual’s psychological orientations, but the effect of not taking part in an election might be different to the effect of going to the polls, especially for an individual who does not pay any attention to political campaigns and elections. Furthermore, even if voting reduces the cost of future turnout, it is unlikely that not voting increases the cost, at least not by the same amount. An individual who has not voted before should not face an increase in the cost of voting in future elections if they decide to abstain. If they have voted before, they will still be familiar with the voting procedure even if they decide not to cast a vote in one election.

This means that, even if voting is a habit, there are several reasons to assume that a negative impact on voting in one election might not have the same effect on future turnout as a positive impact. It could also be argued that non-voting is likely to be a weaker habit than voting. Non-voters have to learn about the electoral process and obtain some degree of political knowledge before casting a vote, but once they have passed this threshold they possess this information and it provides stability. This is a view held by Plutzer (2002), who sees voter turnout as developmental and characterised by modest inertia for non-voters and strong inertia for voters.

A different position is advanced by Franklin (2004, p. 204), who states that the first three elections a young person experiences are fundamental to forming a habit of voting or abstaining. This is based on the assumption that people get set in their ways and after a few elections become immunised against change in voting behaviour (Franklin 2004, pp. 21–22, 204). This could be included in the third category of mechanisms discussed above. That it is just the first three elections that are of importance is not based on any theoretical argument but rather on previous empirical studies carried out by Butler and Stokes ([1971] 1974) and Plutzer (2002). However, those analyses do not support such a hypothesis: Butler and Stokes ([1971] 1974, pp. 48–58) do not study turnout, they examine party choice, and they do not claim that party choices become fixed after the three first elections even if they do find that early, formative influences carry over into later voting. Plutzer (2002) emphasises the first election and argues that non-voters thereafter become voters over time, since non-voting is a weaker habit. It should also be mentioned that neither of those two studies are based on data that makes it possible to make any definitive assertion as to whether the three first elections a young person encounters form a voting habit that is then sustained over subsequent elections.
Nevertheless, there are reasons to assume that the first election a young person encounters is of particular importance. If the decision to vote or abstain is in some way affected by previous election behaviour, the first election is the one occasion when this is definitely not so since the voting record at that time is blank. Many researchers have therefore put an emphasis on that first election after coming of age (e.g. Plutzer 2002; Smets 2016; Bechtel, Hangartner, and Schmid 2018). Plutzer (2002) argues that once a person has voted, they have gained knowledge about how to vote and obtained at least some political information, and they have probably received some positive reinforcement from friends, family, or co-workers. In Plutzer’s view, by voting they become habitual voters, and even if that voting habit can be interrupted by major life disruptions it will only be temporarily. Although Franklin states that the three first elections are fundamental to the forming of voting habits, he is also, at least implicitly, emphasising the first election. This is because he argues both that the lowering of the voting age to 18 in most old democracies in the 1960s and 1970s led to a decline in voter turnout (Franklin 2004, pp. 190–91, 213–214) and that young people whose first election is a low-stimulus election are less likely to vote in subsequent elections (Franklin and Hobolt 2011). Both these hypotheses are based on the assumption that the first election after coming of age is of vital importance for future turnout. In any case, if we expect a mobilising or demobilising factor in one election to have long-term effects on turnout through habit formation, it is more likely for this to occur among young people than among older people who have experienced elections before. This underlines the value of studying turnout among young people when trying to find out whether or not voting is an act of habit.

**Turnout and life-cycle transitions**

As discussed above, the social context can help to promote voter turnout in various ways. The contexts that are influential in this regard are likely to vary not only between individuals but also over the course of an individual’s life. If the first election experience helps to form a habit of voting or abstaining, the social context at that time becomes vital. With the voting age set at 18, as is the case in most democracies, young people face their first election while in a disruptive phase (Highton and Wolfinger 2001; Franklin 2004). It is a time in life when many of them are leaving school and the family nest to start a new life and look for a job or pursue higher education. This can lead them to relocate to a new town, leaving friends and family behind, and thereby weakening important social ties. On the other hand, the change may also help them find new friends and co-workers, and in that way form new social networks.

In previous literature, scholars have expected these life-cycle events to dampen turnout among young adults (e.g. Verba and Nie 1972; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Highton and Wolfinger 2001). However, one aspect not mentioned in this literature is that young people face their first election in very different social contexts depending on their birthdate and when elections take place. This difference is due to the fact that elections in most countries occur a few years apart. The electoral cycle means young people encounter their first election at different ages, and, even if that difference may
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Voter turnout has been an active research field for a very long time. Many scholars have devoted time and effort to finding out what drives people to the polls. Still, as Smets and van Ham (2013) put it: ‘Despite decades of research aiming to understand what drives citizens to the polls, the jury is still out on what the foundations of micro-level turnout are.’ Although the puzzle has not been solved, the numerous studies carried out have discovered many pieces that help to identify the underlying mechanisms.

The focus of this thesis is on turnout among young people and habit formation. As mentioned in the previous section, depending on their birthdate and the electoral cycle, young people will be of different ages and thus embedded in varied social contexts when they encounter their first election, which could affect the likelihood of their voting. If the first election is important for forming a habit of voting, this could in turn also have
an impact on turnout in subsequent elections. In this section on earlier findings in studies on voter turnout, I therefore emphasise results that address two related aspects. Firstly, I present findings that describe in various ways the relationship between social context and turnout. This includes the impact of both social groups and mobilising activities carried out by different actors. Secondly, I introduce results from the growing field of research on whether voting is a habit.

If voting is a habit and that habit is formed early on, then this could inform what measures might be taken in order to increase turnout. Nevertheless, a central question remains: does it matter how high the turnout in an election is? In Essay I of this thesis, an answer to this question is given through an examination of the relationship between turnout and participatory equality. If turnout is biased in favour of socially affluent people this might affect not only who gets elected but also policy outcomes. This section concludes with a brief overview of what previous studies have found in this regard.

Social networks and mobilisation

It is well known from previous research that the relationship between age and voter turnout is curve-linear—turnout is lower among young and very old people (e.g. Tingsten 1937; Campbell et al. [1960] 1980; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Bhatti, Hansen, and Wass 2012). It has, however, recently been discovered that the relationship is not perfectly curve-linear: a striking divergence can be seen among the youngest people. Among the very young, the turnout of those aged 18 is higher than that of their slightly older peers. Between the ages 18 and 20, turnout drops off before gradually increasing again with age. This phenomenon has been observed in Sweden (Öhrvall 2009), Germany (Konzelmann, Wagner, and Rattinger 2012), Finland and Denmark (Bhatti, Hansen, and Wass 2012). This is in line with the theoretical expectation, discussed in the previous section, that 18-year-olds are more likely to encounter their first election in a more advantageous social context.

Using data from the 2009 local elections in Denmark, Bhatti and Hansen (2012a) found that 18-year-olds were more likely to live with their parents, and that in turn seemed to have a positive influence on their propensity to vote. That positive influence was dependent on the parents’ electoral behaviour; if none of the parents voted, living with them reduced the likelihood of voting. As the young adults left the nest, the influence of their parents’ appeared to wear off. It should, however, be noted that the analysis by Bhatti and Hansen (2012a) is based on cross-sectional data, so they were not able follow the individuals over elections and no causal mechanisms were identified.

Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995, pp. 458–459) have found evidence of other ways in which parents influence their children’s political activity. Their results indicate that both political socialisation and the reproduction of social status are processes by which levels of political participation are maintained over generations (see also Schlozman, Verba, and Brady 2012, pp. 185–98). They see the parents’ educational attainment as a crucial factor: parents who are well-educated are more likely to expose their children to politics, and their children tend also to be highly educated and so possess resources and engage with organisations.
The relationship between socio-economic factors and political participation is well-established in the literature (e.g., Campbell et al. [1960], 1980; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). There is comprehensive evidence that participation is not equal: people rich in resources consistently participate to a greater extent than those who have few resources. Studies of the relationship between political participation and socio-economic status usually include variables relating to education, income, and occupation (e.g., Verba and Nie 1972). Many studies have found education to be the socio-economic factor that has the strongest correlation with the propensity to vote (Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Blais 2007; Leighley and Nagler 2014). This has given education a central role in research on voter turnout.

Some scholars have seen school as an institution that provides young people with skills that encourage turnout (e.g., Rosenstone and Hansen 1993, p. 136). If this is the case, schools could compensate for students’ differing socio-economic backgrounds and thereby level the playing field for political participation. Recent studies have, however, questioned whether education has a direct causal effect on political participation (Persson 2014; Berinsky and Lenz 2011). Some argue that education has an indirect effect by sorting people according to different social statuses and contexts (e.g., Rolfe 2013, pp. 125–150; Nie, Junn, and Stehlik-Barry 1996). Others have proposed that education is a proxy for pre-existing characteristics that can affect both social status and political participation (Persson 2015). It might also be that, in the search for population-average effects, researchers have failed to recognize the effects of education within specific subgroups. For example, Lindgren, Oskarsson, and Persson (2017) found that an increase in the length and amount of social science education in Swedish vocational training programmes led to a more equal turnout, by increasing the likelihood to vote among individuals from families with low socio-economic status. In other words, the jury is still out on whether education causes turnout and which mechanisms are at play.

In addition to social science education, schools can arrange other activities that are even more closely related to voting. In many countries, schools arrange mock elections at the time of general elections (Borge 2016). This exposes young people to political information and allows them to practice voting, even if they have not yet come of age. A study by Borge (2017) shows that students who have voted in such mock elections are more likely to state that they will also vote in a future, real election. Since talk is cheap, this does not necessarily mean that they will get out and vote when the next election comes around. The relationship between mock elections and turnout in real elections has not previously been studied, but it is examined in Essay IV of this thesis.

In the literature, a common explanation for the relatively low turnout among young people is that they have various start-up costs; after leaving school many of them will pursue a career or a university degree, which entails a higher degree of mobility (Milbrath 1965, p. 114; Verba and Nie 1972, p. 145). Many studies have shown that residential stability is associated with a higher turnout (e.g., Squire, Wolfinger, and Glass 1987; Highton and Wolfinger 2001). There are some indications that the mechanism behind this is the need to re-register rather than the disruption of social ties, at least in the US (Highton 2000).
According to life-cycle theories, young people tend to settle down after those mobile and more disruptive years. Many find a job and come to share their days with their co-workers. The results of previous studies on the effect of having an occupation have been mixed: some have found higher turnout among employed (Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Rosenstone and Hansen 1993), while others have found turnout among this group to be lower (Cebula 2017). At this stage in life, many also find a loved one to share their lives with, which is likely to lead to residential stability. Finding a spouse or partner may also lead to a greater likelihood of voting. Past research has identified spouses as an important source of mobilisation (Campbell et al. [1960] 1980; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980). Since there is a clear selection mechanism at work when finding a spouse, it is difficult to disentangle any causal effects, but some findings suggest that marriage has a positive effect on turnout in particular among less-educated individuals who find a highly-educated partner (Frödin Gruneau 2018). Other studies have shown that widowed and divorced voters, even after reasonable controls, are less likely to vote than their married counterparts (Wolfinger and Wolfinger 2008). Furthermore, Hobbs, Christakis, and Fowler (2014) matched individuals who had lost their spouse to other individuals who still lived with their spouse, and studied their turnout over time. The immediate effect of losing a spouse was substantial, but they also found that even after turnout rates stabilised, widowed individuals voted to a much lesser extent than they would have done if their spouse had still been living. This could be due to the loss of someone to accompany to the polls. A Danish study based on a digital voter list with a time-stamped turnout record shows that a majority of those who live in households with two or more members go to the polls with another household member (Bhatti, Fieldhouse, and Hansen 2018).

After settling down, people become more rooted in their neighbourhood. Verba and Nie (1972) underline the relevance of the environment in which individuals live, the kinds of organisational structures they are exposed to and the kind of community they live in (see also Huckfeldt 1979). In their empirical analyses, they find that active membership in organisations is associated with more political activity, while inactive membership is not. Not surprisingly, they find that political organisations in particular stimulate political participation, but they also find that membership of non-political organisations correlates with higher participation (see also Putnam, Leonardi, and Nonetti 1993, pp. 163–186; Putnam 2000, pp. 336–344). This is in line with a study by Gerber, Gruber, and Hungerman (2016) that shows church attendance having a causal effect on turnout. The role of non-political organisations is also stressed by Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995), who reached the conclusion that such organisations can enhance participation by improving civic skills and by acting as a source of requests for political activity. There are also studies that find people being affected by social norms. Survey experiments indicate that information about whether a person votes directly affects how favourably that person is viewed (Gerber et al. 2016), and field experiments have found people adapting to descriptive social norms (Gerber and Rogers 2009).

Individuals can also be mobilised by actors outside their social network. This is, for example, the purpose of political campaign organisations. Numerous field experiments undertaken as GOTV campaigns have shown that individuals can be mobilised to vote
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Green and Shachar 2000; Green, Gerber, and Nickerson 2003; Green, McGrath, and Aronow 2013). They show that face-to-face canvassing is more effective in mobilising than phone calls or mailings (Green and Shachar 2000). Phone calls are more effective if conducted in a more social, unhurried manner (Nickerson 2007). Furthermore, a large-scale field experiment by Gerber, Green, and Larimer (2008) shows that individuals can be mobilised into voting by social pressure. In the experiment, the treatment group received mail promising to inform both the household and their neighbours at a later date about their turnout in the upcoming election. Turnout was much higher in the treatment group than in the control group that did not receive the mail. This finding further underlines the ability of networks to mobilise individuals through norms and social desirability.

It should, however, be noted that most of these field experiments have been conducted in the US. Experiments with door-to-door canvassing in Europe have had little or no effect (Bhatti et al. 2016; Nyman 2017). Other experiments have been more in line with results from the US. Bhatti et al. (2017b) sent mobile phone text messages to a random sample of young Danes encouraging them to vote. They identified a small, but still significant, effect on turnout. It is worth mentioning that they also identified a spillover effect: other family members were also mobilised by the text messages (Bhatti et al. 2017a). This includes parents, but only in the case of those young people still living with their parents. Other studies of mobilising efforts have also identified spillover effect from the individuals who were contacted to their family members and friends (e.g. Nickerson 2008; Bond et al. 2012; Sinclair 2012).

Taken together, these studies offer ample evidence that social contexts can help promote turnout in elections by distributing information, instilling norms or mobilising. The importance of different contexts is expected to vary between individuals and over the course of a person’s life. Findings from previous research also underline how social networks can amplify the impact of mobilisation efforts through indirect effects; individuals with more extensive social networks are more likely to be reached through those networks. Among those young people encountering their first election, some—especially 18-year-olds—are still enrolled in school and live with their parents, and are thereby embedded in social contexts that facilitate voting, while others have left school and the family home and entered a more disruptive phase in life, which could dampen turnout.

Voting over time and habit formation

One robust finding in previous research is that an individual’s turnout tends to be consistent over time (e.g. Brody and Sniderman 1977; Campbell et al. [1960] 1980). This is at least to some extent to be expected since socio-economic resources are potent predictors of turnout and they tend to be fairly stable over the course of an individual’s life. Social influences and intrinsic motivation might also be expected to endure over time. There is, however, a growing body of scholars that has set out to study if the very act of voting is self-reinforcing (e.g. Plutzer 2002; Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003; Dinas 2012). As discussed in the previous section, there are various possible mechanisms
governing why voting in one election, all else being equal, increases the probability of voting in a subsequent election. Before investigating underlying mechanisms, the first question to answer is whether habitual voting in this sense exits. While a number of studies have found support for voting being a habit, other studies have failed to do so.

Many studies have used GOTV field experiments to look at whether contacted individuals vote to a greater extent not only in the upcoming election, but also in subsequent elections. Gerber, Green, and Shachar (2003) examined mobilising contacts targeting a random set of registered voters in the 1998 midterm election in New Haven, Connecticut. They found that turnout was higher among the randomly contacted individuals, both at the election at that time and at the subsequent 1999 local election. Other studies of GOTV efforts have also found evidence that they increase long-term turnout (e.g. Cutts, Fieldhouse, and John 2009; Coppock and Green 2016), although questions have been raised about how generalisable those results are. Similar mobilising campaigns in Europe have failed to produce the same effects (Bhatti et al. 2016). Furthermore, there are reasons to suspect that a subpopulation that is susceptible to GOTV targeting is different from the general population (Meredith 2009).

Another way to study habit formation is to take advantage of voting-age restrictions; young people who come of age either just before or just after election day are likely to be very similar, apart from only the former being eligible to vote. This discontinuity is used by Meredith (2009), who shows that Californians who were just over 18 at the 2000 US presidential election were more likely to vote four years later than those who were just under 18 and therefore not eligible to vote in 2000. According to Meredith, the effect of past eligibility on subsequent turnout should be thought of as capturing not only the effect of past participation but also whether information that helped the individual cast that initial ballot continues to have an impact. Dinas (2012) applied a similar strategy to a US panel dataset and found that voting had a positive effect on turnout in subsequent elections. It should, nevertheless, be noted that the sample he uses is small and the estimated effects on turnout in the following elections are imprecise and, in many cases, insignificant. Furthermore, the question of generalisability is relevant here too; Bhatti, Hansen, and Wass (2016) studied Danish and Finnish data and found that past eligibility had either a negative or no effect on turnout.

Bechtel, Hangartner, and Schmid (2018) used a different strategy to estimate voting habits. They compare turnout in the Swiss canton of Vaud—which had compulsory voting in federal referendums between 1925 and 1948—to a synthetic control, i.e. a statistically constructed counterfactual canton made up from turnout in other cantons that did not have compulsory voting. They found that compulsory voting increased turnout by 30 percentage points. This is about twice what is found on average in other studies (Blais 2006). Nevertheless, after compulsory voting was abolished in 1948, turnout decreased to previous levels. Not even in districts with a higher share of young voters, where one might expect a greater impact, were any long-term effects found. In other words, they found no evidence of habit formation. Gäbler, Potrafke, and Rösel (2017) reached the same conclusion in a study where they used the fact that some Austrian states had temporarily introduced compulsory voting in national elections. They used a difference-in-differences approach, where they compared border municipalities across
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two states that differed as to whether or not they had introduced compulsory voting legislation. Their results show that voter turnout increased by 3 percentage points when compulsory voting was implemented but that that effect vanished when compulsory voting was later abolished. In other words, no evidence of habit formation was found.

Most studies of voting habits have examined whether a positive boost in turnout in one election persists over subsequent elections. There are only a few studies focusing on factors that demobilise potential voters and could thereby lead to a habit of abstention. One of these is a study by Franklin (2004, pp. 213–214), in which he claims that the lowering of the voting age to 18 in many democracies in the 1960s and 1970s caused a decline in voter turnout. His argument is based on the assumption that the lower voting age led to more young people encountering their first election before becoming established in an occupation and before forming social networks that could give elections more relevance, and they were therefore more likely to form a habit of abstention (Franklin 2004, pp. 61–62). His empirical analyses are based on aggregated data from several countries at both national and cohort level, as well as individual level data relating to German elections (Franklin 2004, pp. 59–88, 119–169). The results indicate that the section of the electorate whose first elections came after the voting age had been lowered was less likely to cast a vote. The estimated effect on the general turnout is 3 percentage points and this would grow to 4 percentage points when all cohorts who came of age before the voting age was lowered had left the electorate (Franklin 2004, p. 211). Nevertheless, the analyses are studies of correlations; it is possible that the variable referring to early initiation is capturing some other factor not included in the models. The share of the electorate with early initiation increases over time, but many other aspects of society that could affect turnout also change over time. Furthermore, whether or not a person came of age before or after the voting age was lowered is also directly related to age and specific cohorts. Even if age and other control variables are included in the estimated models, the results might therefore be tainted through omitted variable bias.

In another study, Franklin and Hobolt (2011) found that survey respondents in 27 European countries whose first election after coming of age was an EP election voted to a lesser extent in subsequent elections. They claim that the low participation rates in EP elections have thereby had a negative effect on turnout, not only in EP elections but also in national elections in the EU member states. It should be noted, though, that their results might have been affected by other factors, since member states did not randomly join the EU. Furthermore, their claim about the effects of EP elections on national elections is based on regression models where the share of the electorate for whom an EP election was one of their first three elections is the key variable. They identified a significant negative effect of 4 percentage points. In other words, that is the estimated decrease in turnout in national elections when enough time has passed so that the whole electorate has experienced an EP election as one of their first three elections. However, their analysis relies on aggregated data, with potential problems in terms of both omitted variables bias and ecological fallacy. The share of the electorate that has experienced an EP election as one of their first three elections is monotonically increasing over time. It is therefore possible that this variable captures other changes over time. Even though they include a number of control variables to their model, the
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risk of omitted variable bias is still there. Furthermore, other studies have reached the conclusion that habits are formed within specific electoral contexts (Meredith 2009; Coppock and Green 2016; Bhatti et al. 2016). This suggests that experiencing an EP election with a low turnout as the first election after coming of age might not affect the propensity to vote in subsequent elections of other types, including national elections.

In summation, various studies using different techniques have reached contradictory conclusions when it comes to the causal effect of voting in one election on turnout in subsequent elections. Since it is still disputed whether voting is an act of habit, it is perhaps not surprising that few studies have tried to disentangle the mechanisms that might explain how voting habits are formed. The only mechanism that has been tested more carefully is whether voting increases subsequent contacts from political campaigns. Those studies show that voters do not attract more personal contact (Dinas 2012; Green, McGrath, and Aronow 2013), but somewhat more impersonal contact (standard mailings), at least in the US (Rogers et al. 2017). In order for this mechanism to come into play, voting records have to be easily accessible to political campaigners. In the US, commercial vendors provide access to voter files with information not only on previous turnout but also on party affiliation (Igielnik et al. 2018). In many other countries, this is not the case and this mechanism is even less likely to affect turnout.

Turnout and its consequences

In a democracy, the individual is only a small part of a very large whole. Hence, as stated by Verba and Nie (1972), the social choices made cannot be expected to match the detailed preferences of more than a few citizens. Therefore, responsiveness is not an either-or, nor can it be measured on a simple scale. In the view of Verba and Nie (1972), we should instead consider the question of whose preferences leaders respond to and the mechanisms by which they become aware of those preferences and motivated to act upon them. In this regard, voting is a key mechanism by which citizens both select political leaders and inform them of their preferences. A central question is, therefore, whether the voters are representative of all citizens.

There is an abundance of evidence to suggest that voters are not representative of the electorate in terms of socio-economic status; they tend to have higher incomes, greater wealth and better education than non-voters (e.g. Verba and Nie 1972; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995; Leighley and Nagler 2014; Öhrvall 2015). In that sense, the voice of the people is biased towards the socially affluent. Nonetheless, this bias does not necessarily entail that the voters are unrepresentative in terms of policy preferences, nor is this bias necessarily translated into policy outcomes. The effect of the biased turnout is an empirical question, and it has been tackled in previous research.

Wolfinger and Rosenstone (1980, p. 109) reached the somewhat surprising conclusion that, on a set of contested political issues, voters are virtually a carbon copy of the citizen population. Hence, they concluded that the voice of the people is not distorted by participation. It should be underlined that their conclusion only holds as long as the attitudes to social issues are as weakly related to social class as they find in the elections.
they study. Furthermore, many other researchers have reached the opposite conclusion. Leighley and Nagler (2014) find that voters are not representative of the general population, mainly in terms of preferences on social issues and in particular in relation to income distribution (see also Verba and Nie 1972). Even if this inequality does not have any effect on election outcome, it may still be of importance since elected leaders tend to listen more carefully to groups that are politically active (Verba and Nie 1972, pp. 334–343).

Some studies have made ingenious use of compulsory voting to examine if the level of turnout has any effect on policy outcome. For example, Fowler (2013) takes advantage of the fact that compulsory voting was introduced in Australian states at different times as an identification strategy when estimating the effects of different levels of voter turnout. He finds that the introduction of compulsory voting not only significantly increased turnout and offset class bias, but it also affected election outcomes and public policies. Other studies on the effects of compulsory voting have reached the same conclusion (e.g. Bechtel, Hangartner, and Schmid 2016; Carey and Horiuchi 2017).

Taken together, previous research demonstrates that participatory inequality can lead to a bias in election outcomes and political policy that is skewed towards the interests of those who participate. If more equal participation was achieved, the voice of the people, as expressed on election day, would be more representative of the whole electorate. One way to achieve more equal participation is to increase the general turnout. That is the implication of the ‘law of dispersion’ postulated by Tingsten, which states that as turnout increases, participatory equality also increases. Tingsten’s law is evaluated in one of the essays in this thesis, and the conclusion is that it holds. This attaches more weight to the question of how turnout can be increased, which is the focus of the remaining three essays. In two of them, I investigate whether young people’s initial voting experience affects turnout in subsequent elections through habit formation. The final essay focuses on student mock elections. These can be seen as a way of giving young people a first voting experience in a suitable context, even if it is not a real election with an impact on public policy.

**The Swedish electoral setting**

The essays included in this thesis all analyse voter turnout using data on Swedish elections. In Sweden, elections to parliament (the Riksdag) are held in September every four years, and on the same day as elections to county and municipal councils. Since Sweden became a member of the European Union in 1995, elections to the EP have also been held every five years. The voting age has been lowered several times, most recently from 20 to 19 in 1969 and then from 19 to 18 in 1975, but since then it has remained set at 18. This means that young people encounter their first national election when they are between 18 and 22 years of age.

*The first Swedish EP election was held in 1999 alongside elections in the nine other states that joined the EU in the same year. From 1999 onwards, EP elections have taken place every five years.*
In many respects, Sweden’s institutional arrangements promote turnout. The electoral system is proportional representation, which some studies have found to generate a higher turnout than majoritarian systems, although others have failed to observe the same difference (Blais and Dobrzynska 1998; Blais and Aarts 2006; Stockemer 2017). The cost of voting is relatively small: electoral rolls are produced based on a national population register, which is updated daily. Hence, no one has to register to vote—registration happens automatically. Previous research has shown that registration laws increase the cost of voting and thereby decrease turnout (Rosenstone and Wolfinger 1978; Powell 1986; Highton 1997). Furthermore, Swedish election administration makes it convenient to vote. Sweden also has a generous system for early voting: early voting starts almost three weeks before election day, and votes can be cast in numerous public places, e.g. public libraries and town halls, an arrangement that has been found to facilitate turnout (Fullmer 2015).

As can be seen in Figure 1, voter turnout in Sweden is high. Although it is currently lower than in the 1970s, it has increased over the last few elections. In the most recent national parliamentary election in 2014, 85.8 per cent of the electorate voted. Elections to county councils and municipal councils were held on the same day, and the turnout in those elections was only around 3 percentage points lower. Holding local elections on the same day as the national elections has helped to increase voter turnout in the former. In the 1970s, turnout in local elections was only marginally lower than in national elections, but the gap has widened a little over the decades so that in the 2014
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elections it was more than 4 points. The increasing difference is mainly due to a low, and decreasing, turnout among foreign citizens (Ohrvall 2015). Since 1976, foreign citizens have been entitled to vote in elections to municipal and county councils if they have been registered as resident in Sweden for a continuous period of three years before the date of the election. Among Swedish citizens the difference in turnout in different elections is minuscule. This is because most people who decide to vote do so in all the elections they are entitled to vote in. Of those Swedish citizens who voted in the 2010 election to the Riksdag, more than 98 per cent also voted in the municipal elections (Ohrvall 2012).

Since Sweden became a member of the European Union in 1995, it has held elections to the European Parliament. When the first Swedish EP election took place in 1995, only 41.6 per cent of the electorate went to the polls, and in the following two elections that share decreased even further. Since then, the trend has reversed, and in the last two elections turnout has increased. In the 2014 EP election, it reached 51.1 per cent, becoming the first time that more than half the electorate turned out for a Swedish EP election.

In comparison with other democracies, turnout in Swedish parliamentary elections has been relatively high over recent decades (Holmberg and Oscarsson 2004; Blais 2007; Solijonov 2016). This is underlined by Figure 2, which shows turnout in EU member states in the 2014 EP election and the national parliamentary election immediately prior to that. Only four EU countries had a higher turnout in national parliamentary elections than Sweden, and in two of those—Belgium and Luxembourg—voting is compulsory. However, as can also be seen in the figure, Swedish turnout in the 2014 EP election was very far below the level reached in the countries with the highest voting rates. In fact, among EU countries, Sweden has one of the biggest differences in turnout between national parliamentary elections and EP elections.

At the individual level, it can be noted that, even though Sweden can be seen as a high-turnout context, previous research has shown that relationships between individual characteristics and the propensity to vote are in line with what has been found in studies based on data from other countries (Ohrvall 2015). The correlation between turnout on the one hand and socio-economic and social factors on the other is strong in Sweden too; voting rates are substantially lower among single individuals and among those with lower education levels and lower incomes. Conversely, voting is more frequent among married couples and cohabiters and those who are well-educated and have higher incomes. Furthermore, as in other countries, turnout is relatively low among the young and the very old.

Altogether, Sweden provides an interesting case for studies of voter turnout. It is a country that differs in some aspects from the US, where most research on voter turnout has been carried out. Nevertheless, research on relationships between individual characteristics and voting produces similar results in both countries, which suggests that the findings might be generalised. Furthermore, turnout in most elections in Sweden

†Since 1995, citizens of EU member states, Iceland or Norway have only had to be registered in Sweden to be allowed to vote.
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Figure 2: Turnout in EU countries in the 2014 EP election and the parliamentary election immediately prior to that

Source: European Parliament, IDEA and Statistics Sweden
Key: AT=Austria, BE=Belgium, BG=Bulgaria, CY=Cyprus, CZ=Czech Republic, DE=Germany, DK=Denmark, EE=Estonia, EL=Greece, ES=Spain, FI=Finland, FR=France, HR=Croatia, HU=Hungary, IE=Ireland, IT=Italy, LT=Lithuania, LU=Luxembourg, LV=Latvia, MT=Malta, NL=Netherlands, PL=Poland, PT=Portugal, RO=Romania, SE=Sweden, SI=Slovenia, SK=Slovakia, UK=United Kingdom

is high, but the turnout in EP elections is much lower than in other elections. As I will return to later, this discrepancy provides interesting research opportunities, and it is used in one of the essays in this thesis. Finally, as is described in the next section, Swedish data on voter turnout is of high quality and makes it possible to analyse voting without having to deal with problems of nonresponse and bias due to falsely self-reported voting.

Data and methods

Most of the classical texts on voter turnout base their empirical analyses on survey data. The data usually comes from extensive interviews with a representative sample of the general population. For example, Campbell et al. ([1960] 1980) analyse national election surveys conducted in 1952 and 1956, while Verba and Nie (1972), and Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995) base their conclusions on national population surveys. Such surveys usually include a few thousand respondents, giving enough statistical power to identify
differences between major population groups. However, if finer nuances are to be discovered or if relationships between several variables are to be explored, then a general population survey of such size might not suffice. This critique has been put forward by Wolfinger and Rosenstone (1980). They claim that early research on voting has been based on datasets that are too small and therefore unable to identify relevant relationships between explanatory factors.

Nevertheless, since the questionnaires in national election surveys and similar population surveys are often of considerable length, it would be costly to use very big samples. An alternative approach is to use studies with bigger sample sizes but with more limited information. For example, Wolfinger and Rosenstone (1980) use the Current Population Survey (CPS), conducted by the US Bureau of Census. They claim that the data they have analysed is about fifty times bigger than those datasets ordinarily employed at that time (Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980, p. 6). The drawback of their approach is that the CPS and other surveys of a similar kind give only limited information about the respondents, mainly demographic and socio-economic factors. It is therefore possible that relevant variables are not available for the analyses.

Another problem with the data traditionally used to study voting lies in the fact that they are often cross-sectional. Verba and Nie (1972) stress the limitations of survey techniques, especially when they are time-bound and give only a snapshot of the population at a particular moment in time. Using such data, it is difficult to estimate causal effects, even if some steps in that direction can be taken when some assumptions are made, e.g. about the causal ordering of variables or by structuring the variables according to a funnel of causality (Campbell et al. [1960] 1980). Some studies are better suited to comparisons because they use data from different years (e.g. Leighley and Nagler 2014) or different countries (e.g. Verba, Nie, and Kim 1978; Franklin 2004). However, with cross-sectional data it is more difficult to draw conclusions about causality.

There are other aspects of data quality, related to data collection, that are worth paying attention to. Over recent decades, response rates in general population surveys have decreased substantially in the developed world (de Leeuw and de Heer 2002; Massey et al. 2013; Williams and Brick 2018). This development, and the effect of nonresponse on survey estimates, has received considerable attention in the literature (e.g. Groves and Couper 1998; Groves et al. 2002; Meyer, Mok, and Sullivan 2013). Research has shown that the problem is complex; the bias introduced by nonresponse often varies between different estimates from a single survey (Groves and Peytchev 2008). Since a relationship between voter turnout and response rate has been found at the individual level (Holmberg and Oscarsson 2004), it is likely that nonresponse affects estimates of turnout. This is a potential problem for any analysis based on survey data plagued by nonresponse.

Even if sampled individuals comply and answer the questions posed in a survey, the quality of their responses can vary. In studies of voter turnout, the issue of whether or not a respondent answers questions about their voting truthfully is critical. Some survey respondents claim to have voted even if they have not (Katosh and Traugott 1981; Granberg and Holmberg 1991; Bernstein, Chadha, and Montjoy 2001). Since the likelihood of falsely self-reporting voting is not uniform among respondents, this could
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affect estimates and relationships between different variables, and thereby also conclusions on voter turnout (Bernstein, Chadha, and Montjoy 2001). This problem can be avoided by using data with validated information on voting, retrieved through examination of public voting records. Nonetheless, even when voter files are accessible, matching survey respondents with those files can be problematic. A study by Igielnik et al. (2018) of voter files in the U.S. shows that not only are a non-trivial part of the records not matched, but those who do not match are disproportionately in segments of the public who are politically disengaged, belong to minorities, younger, and more mobile. This could in turn lead to biased results.

All the essays included in this thesis use Swedish register data as the basis for analysis. The data also includes validated voting, retrieved from the electoral rolls, thereby avoiding the problem of the over-reporting of turnout among respondents. Since all Swedes have a unique personal identification number that is used in all administrative data, all records from the electoral rolls can be matched to other data. Swedish data also has other advantages compared to data used in many other studies. In Sweden, voter registration is based on the population register and all eligible individuals are automatically registered to vote. In many other countries, such as the US, individuals entitled to vote have to take certain steps in order to become registered to vote. This can entail different selection mechanisms that could, in turn, affect analyses if the electoral rolls are used as sample frames. Furthermore, since the variables used in the analyses presented here are retrieved from register data and not from sample surveys, there is no nonresponse and thus no nonresponse bias. Finally, the Swedish population register is centralised and updated daily. It therefore keeps track of all individuals even if they move to another part of the country or abroad. This means that panel data based on Swedish registers does not have the problem with attrition that many other sample surveys have.

In Essay I, the possible link between turnout and participatory equality is analysed. The study takes advantage of the fact that the 2010 Swedish election to Västra Götaland County Council was ruled invalid, and a re-run election had to be held in 2011. This meant that the same electorate voted in two elections to the same local government body within a limited time period but in two different contexts: one that stimulated a high turnout and one that did not. The analyses are based on Statistics Sweden’s Electoral Participation Survey, a register-based survey consisting of 18,000 individuals who were eligible to vote in the election to the Västra Götaland County Council in 2010 and 2011. The same individuals feature on both occasions, thereby forming a panel dataset. In order to study the relationship between political interest and turnout, two surveys conducted by the Society Opinion and Media (SOM) Institute at the University of Gothenburg were also used: the West SOM survey of 2010 is a postal survey sent out to a simple random sample of 5,503 adults in Västra Götaland County with a response rate of 59 per cent (Elmquist and Bergström 2012), and the re-run election SOM survey of 2011 was sent out to 2,764 adults and had a response rate of 61 per cent (Vernersdotter and Kareliusson 2012).

Essay II focuses on young people encountering their first election. The analyses are based on a sample of 5,000 young people who were entitled to vote for the first time in
the 2010 election to the Swedish parliament. Some of them were also eligible to vote in the 2009 EP election. The dataset contains information on turnout in the 2010 and 2014 parliamentary elections and the 2009 and 2014 EP elections, and it could thus be seen as a panel study. That sample is also used in Essay III, where the question addressed is whether young people who encounter a second-order election with a low turnout as their first election are less likely to vote in a subsequent election. In that essay, I also use another sample that consists of 1,000 individuals who turned 18, and thereby became entitled to vote, during the two weeks leading up to the Swedish EP election on 25 May 2014, and 1,000 individuals who turned 18 in the two weeks afterwards. This sample has been designed in order to facilitate analysis using a regression discontinuity design, which I return to later in this section.

Some upper secondary schools arrange mock elections at the time of national elections. This gives students information about politics and elections and an opportunity to practise voting, even if they are not entitled to vote at that time. Whether or not these activities have any impact on turnout in real elections is the subject of Essay IV. The study uses unique population-wide administrative data. A recent initiative has seen the complete electoral roll for the Swedish 2009 EP and 2010 general elections scanned and digitised (Lindgren, Oskarsson, and Persson 2017, pp. 46–49). Validated information about turnout is thereby available not only in respect of young people, but also in respect of their parents. The data makes it possible to study the short- and long-term effects of having participated in a student mock election while at upper secondary school.

Apart from the two SOM surveys, all data used in the essays are based on register data. One drawback of using register data is that it does not give as detailed information as a survey, for example information regarding an individual’s perceptions and motivations. Nevertheless, since the Swedish national statistical system is to a large extent based on register statistics, a fairly rich set of data can be retrieved from different Swedish registers, e.g. information on age, gender, residence, country of birth, education and income. Individuals can also be linked to their parents and their children through these registers. As mentioned above, the great advantage of the register data used lies in its very high quality, with validated information on turnout and no nonresponse. This ensures more reliable results than can be obtained from studies of voting based on self-reported turnout and afflicted by low response rates.

Methods

A review of research on turnout conducted during the last century illustrates how statistical methods have developed. Early studies are mainly based on descriptive statistics (e.g. Tingsten 1937; Campbell et al. [1960] 1980). Later research tends to use regression models, such as ordinary least squares (OLS), probit and logistic regressions (Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995; Lewis-Beck et al. 2008). In recent decades, there has been a substantial critique of what has been termed the naïve use of regression models that came about within quantitative social research as computing power increased (e.g. Morgan and Winship 2014). Today, there is greater understanding of how regression models and other statistical techniques can be used in...
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order to reveal causal links, and there is also a much stronger emphasis on explanatory mechanisms (Hedström 2005; Morgan and Winship 2014).

In order to reveal causal relationships between turnout and other variables, the ideal setting is often an experiment in which individuals are randomly assigned to a treatment group or a control group. This design is, however, often difficult to exploit in social sciences. There are experiments carried out in controlled settings, but they often use a specific group of participants (often university students) and hypothetical scenarios. It is therefore possible that the experiment setting is so far removed from reality that its external validity is questionable.

Field experiments may, therefore, sometimes be a more suitable design (Morgan and Winship 2014). For example, electoral districts can be randomly assigned to receive some kind of treatment, such as being targeted with direct mail to encourage them to vote. The level of turnout in those districts can then be compared with the level in districts that were not targeted and any difference attributed to the mail campaign. A design of this type was used by Gosnell as far back as 1927 in one of the first thorough studies of voter turnout ever conducted, albeit without the random assignment (Gosnell 1927). This flaw is understandable since adequate statistical techniques were not available at that time, but in 1935 Fisher presented a solid statistical foundation for field experiments within the social sciences (Fisher 1935). This could have been the starting point of extensive research on voter turnout based on field experiments, but research took another route, relying more on general population surveys. It is only in recent decades that there has been a revival in the use of field experiments to explain turnout, most notably through the influential work of Gerber and Green (2000).

The assignment into different groups does not have to be done by the researcher. There are social and political processes that provide situations with random or as-if random assignment. This includes, for example, studies where some individuals are randomly assigned to a programme or service by a lottery (e.g. Angrist et al. 2002), but also less obvious cases. There are also statistical techniques that can be used to find causal mechanisms even if the study does not have the characteristics of an experiment, such as instrumental variable (IV) regressions and regression discontinuity (RD) regressions (e.g. Angrist and Pischke 2009; Rosenbaum 2010).

Essay III is based on a study with an RD design. It compares young people who turned 18, and thus became entitled to vote, immediately before or after a Swedish EP election. Using the vocabulary of experimental research, the treatment group can be seen as those encountering an EP election as the first election after reaching voting age, and the individuals who turned 18 just after election day can be seen as the control group. Since the difference in age between the treatment and control groups is so small, assignment to the two groups can be considered to be as-if random. The causal effect of having a low-turnout election as one’s first election experience on propensity to vote in a following election is estimated by comparing the mean turnout of the two groups in a subsequent parliament election.

The other essays included in the thesis mainly use different forms of regression analyses. In Essays I and II, the data materials have a panel design, enabling turnout and estimates of coefficients to be compared for the same individuals on different oc-
casions. Essay IV is based on a very rich data material, including information about voter turnout not only in respect of the young people studied but also in respect of their parents. When using regression models of this kind, there is always a risk of omitted variable bias (Angrist and Pischke 2009). However, since we are able to use data of such high quality, we argue that this risk is relatively small.

Results

This thesis contains four essays on voter turnout. In this section, I summarise the findings of those essays. The first essay examines the relationship between voting rates and participatory equality and finds support for such a link. This puts more emphasis on the question of how voter turnout can be increased. As discussed in previous sections, some scholars argue that voting should be seen as a habit that is formed early. This implies that electoral reform and campaigns aiming to increase voting rates, and thereby participatory equality, should focus on stimulating voting among young people, since this could have both short- and long-term impact. However, the question of whether or not voting is habitual is a debated one. The other three essays in this thesis aim to bring evidence to this debate by using different approaches to address the issues of turnout among young people encountering their first election and how voting habits are formed.

Depending on their birthdate and when elections take place, young people have their initial election experience at different ages and therefore in diverse social contexts. I study the impact of those differences on turnout in both the first and second election they experience in Essay II. The main purpose of the study is to examine if an advantageous context can promote turnout in a way that endures through habit formation. Date of birth also determines what type of election a young person first encounters. In Essay III, I analyse whether an initial experience of a low-stimulus election leads to a lower turnout in a subsequent election. One way to ensure that young people have a positive first electoral experience is for schools to arrange student mock elections. These are elections that in many respects resemble real elections, and if combined with social science education they might foster a habit of voting that then applies to real elections. Whether that is true is the topic of the fourth and final essay.

Since three of the essays in various ways address turnout among young people and the formation of voting habits, I conclude this section by discussing how their combined results should be interpreted. The implications of the findings of this thesis are presented in the following and final section of this introduction.

Essay I

If some groups in society vote to a lesser extent than others, the public voice expressed at the voting booth becomes biased. This might affect election outcomes and determine who gets into public office. It might also influence policy outcomes and how responsive policymakers are to concerns raised by different communities. Even if voting is less unequal than other forms of political participation, it is still biased in favour of
In more socially affluent citizens (Lijphart 1997). Previous studies have found that these participatory inequalities have effects on political priorities and policy outcomes (e.g. Verba and Nie 1972; Fowler 2013; Bechtel, Hangartner, and Schmid 2016). One remedy suggested by Lijphart (1997) is to implement reforms to increase voting rates. His proposal is based on the assumption that a higher turnout entails a more equal turnout, as suggested in previous research by Tingsten (1937).

Essay I, co-written with Mikael Persson and Maria Solevid, addresses this relationship between the level of turnout and participatory equality (Persson, Solevid, and Öhrvall 2013). In the article, we revisit the ‘law of dispersion’, which was formulated by Tingsten (1937, p. 230) in his seminal book Political Behavior as follows:

All the facts gathered here indicate the existence of a rule which may be termed the law of dispersion; according to this rule the dispersion (the differences) in regard to participation in an election or within a certain group, is smaller the higher the general participation is.

In other words, Tingsten argues that turnout biases get worse as turnout decreases. It is worth noting, as acknowledged by Tingsten (1937, p. 230), that if the general turnout is very high, no group of a substantial size could have a very low turnout. This is just simple arithmetic. For example, if the general turnout in a country with equal numbers of men and women is 90 per cent, then the minimum turnout for one of the sexes is 80 per cent (which occurs if turnout is 100 per cent for the other). A lower turnout thereby gives room for more dispersion. However, this does not necessarily mean that, as the law states, participatory inequality becomes greater when voter turnout decreases.

Tingsten (1937) based his argument on an analysis of official statistics on voting rates by sex, age, occupation and social status in a number of different countries. In that analysis, he compared differences in turnout in percentage points. As argued by Sinnott and Achen (2008), however, in order to measure bias in turnout we ought to study relative change in per cent rather than absolute change in percentage points.‡ As a hypothetical example, suppose that in a country there are only two equal-sized groups in terms of educational attainment, and in one election the voting rate for those with a high level of education is 75 per cent, while for those with a low level of education it is only 40 per cent. In the next election turnout for the two groups drops by 15 and 10 points respectively. In other words, the drop in percentage points is bigger for those who are highly educated. Nonetheless, the bias has increased: in the first election those who were poorly educated constituted 35 per cent of voters, and in the second their share of the vote had dropped to 33 per cent. The voters thereby became less representative of the population, where the groups each constituted 50 per cent. This is because the relative change in relation to the initial level of turnout was bigger among those with a low level of education (10/40=25%) than among those with a high level of education (15/75=20%).

‡According to recalculation carried out by Sinnott and Achen (2008), Tingsten did still draw the correct conclusion from his data.
Tingsten’s law has been influential on the literature on turnout (e.g. Lijphart 1997; Hajnal and Trounstine 2005; Finseraas and Vernby 2014), but although it was first presented more than eighty years ago, there have been few empirical tests of it. Rosenstone and Hansen (1993, pp. 241–243) compare different US presidential elections and find that when more people turn out to vote, they are more representative of the electorate. This result is, however, mainly driven by two unusual elections (see Sinnott and Achen 2008). Sinnott and Achen (2008) only find scattered support for the hypothesis that class biases get worse as turnout drops. In their study, they examine levels of turnout by income, education and class, and find no support for Tingsten’s law in the US and only scant support for it in Europe. They claim that the law applies rather to political engagement, and that engagement is the causal variable to focus on when explaining turnout. Even if they are correct in their claim, this begs the question: what then explains political engagement? Furthermore, this argument does not recognise that even if engagement can explain social bias in turnout, the bias might nevertheless have an impact on public policy in a way that is advantageous to those who turn out to vote.

In Essay I, we contribute to this debate by exploiting a rare and fortunate electoral event. The Swedish 2010 election to the Västra Götaland County Council was ruled invalid and a re-run election took place in 2011. The same electorate thus voted in two elections to the same local government body within the space of less than eight months. Furthermore, compared to previous studies, our data has some advantages, as discussed in the previous section. These include validated voting, no nonresponse and high-quality register data on individual characteristics such as income and educational attainment.

We empirically test Tingsten’s law by comparing regression models estimated for the two elections and with voter turnout as the dependent variable. Our analysis of the first election in 2010 reveals differences in voting rates according to socio-demographic characteristics that are in line with previous research (e.g. Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Franklin 2004). In the re-run election, voter turnout declined by almost half, from 80.6 per cent to 44.1 per cent. The relatively modest differences relating to age, income, education, and political interest in the 2010 regular election were much greater in the 2011 re-run election. This is true when we compare both absolute and, more importantly, relative differences. Our main conclusion is that the voting rates in the re-run election led to a turnout more biased in favour of those who are socio-economically richer, and this result lends support to Tingsten’s law of dispersion. It is also worth noting that when we control for political interest in our models the coefficients for the other covariates barely change. Political interest does not have the dominant role as suggested by Sinnott and Achen (2008).

One caveat is in place: it should be noted that the result in Essay I is based on a comparison of a fairly low level of turnout with a higher one. It is possible that a different conclusion would be reached if participatory equality was evaluated when comparing a very low level of turnout with a somewhat higher, but still fairly low, level of turnout. I am referring to turnout levels of around 20 per cent, as in some countries in EP elections. Hopefully, future research will expand upon our study and cover such cases too. Nevertheless, the levels of turnout compared in Essay I are similar to those found in
many countries and the results should therefore be broadly relevant. A later study by Bhatti et al. (2018) also confirms our findings.

Essay II

Previous research on habitual voting gives a divided picture. Some studies have found that the act of voting is self-reinforcing and that voting should be seen as a habit that can be acquired (e.g. Green, Gerber, and Nickerson 2003; Dinas 2012), while others have failed to observe the same results (e.g. Bechtel, Hangartner, and Schmid 2018; Gäbler, Potrafke, and Rösel 2017). If the decision on whether to turn out to vote is affected by previous turnout, the first election a young person encounters is likely to be of particular importance, because at that time they have no previous voting record. Many scholars have also emphasised the importance of the first election after coming of age (e.g. Plutzer 2002; Smets 2016; Bechtel, Hangartner, and Schmid 2018).

Elections usually take place some years apart, and young people will therefore face their first election at different ages. Since they are in a disruptive part of the life-cycle, those young people will be more or less likely to be in a social context that promotes turnout depending on their age. In Essay II, I take advantage of this difference in contexts when I examine turnout among young people who face their first election at different ages and how this affect their propensity to vote in their first and second election.

The study is based on Swedish panel data with validated voting records for a sample of 5,000 young people who were entitled to vote for the first time in a Swedish national parliamentary election in 2010. Some of them were also eligible to vote in the 2009 EP election. The dataset contains information on validated turnout in the 2010 and 2014 parliamentary elections and the 2009 and 2014 EP elections, together with high-quality register data on age, sex, immigration background, parents’ educational attainment, school enrolment and residence. Since Sweden has a four-year election cycle and a voting age set at 18, the young people encountered their first national election when they were between 18 and 21. Most Swedish 18-year-olds live at home and are enrolled in upper secondary school, while most of those who are slightly older have left school and have often moved away from their parents.

The results of the analysis shows that turnout in the 2010 national parliamentary election was substantially higher among 18-year-olds than among their slightly older peers. If we compare them with 20-year-olds, the estimated difference is almost 9 percentage points and statistically significant. That turnout is higher among 18-year-olds is in line with what has been found in previous studies (Öhrvall 2009; Bhatti and Hansen 2012a; Konzelmann, Wagner, and Rattinger 2012).

Those estimated differences in turnout on the basis of age change only marginally, and are still statistically significant, when I include controls for sex, parents’ educational attainment and foreign background in the regression model. This is expected since those control variables are all time-invariant and are not expected to differ in any

§It might be suspected that this first electoral experience of an EP election would influence turnout in the national parliamentary election, but, as shown in Essay III, this does not seem to be the case.
substantial way in relation to year of birth. When I add controls for enrollment in upper secondary school and whether the young people are living with any parent to the model, the estimated differences in turnout between age categories decrease substantially and are no longer statistically significant. Together, these results give support for the conclusion that the difference in turnout by age is not due to something related to socio-economic background or demographic composition, but has to do with the social contexts that they are embedded in.

If voting is a habit and the first election is important for forming such a habit, then the relatively high turnout among Swedish 18-year-olds is expected to persist at the next election four years later. But this is not the case: when they have their second opportunity to vote in a national parliamentary election in 2014, the difference in turnout by age is minuscule and far from statistically significant. In other words, there is no sign of habit formation.

Since 18-year-olds are more likely to still be attending school and living with their parents, one might assume that they are also more likely than those a few years older to change address between the two elections. This could have a disruptive effect on voter turnout, not only by affecting social ties but also by increasing the cost of voting, e.g. by having to find out the location of the polling station (Highton 2000; Plutzer 2002). However, the result still holds even when I restrict the analysis to those who were living in the same municipality in both elections.

It is worth mentioning that turnout in Swedish parliamentary elections is high, both in general and among young people encountering their first election (Öhrvall 2012). In order to see if the result holds in elections with a lower turnout, Essay II also includes a corresponding analysis with turnout in Swedish EP elections as the outcome variable. The turnout in Swedish EP elections is almost half of that in national parliamentary elections, but the result of the analysis is the same: in the 2009 Swedish EP election, voting rates were much higher among 18-year-olds than among those who were 19 or 20, but no such difference was found in the following election in 2014. Taken together, the results presented in Essay II indicate that the first election after coming of age is not as important for future turnout, in terms of habit formation, as some previous research has suggested.

**Essay III**

Elections to the EP have been classified as second-order elections (Reif and Schmitt 1980; Hix and Marsh 2011). In most member countries, turnout has been dismal. Franklin and Hobolt (2011) argue that the low levels of turnout in EP elections have also had a negative effect on turnout in national elections. This claim is based on the assumption that voting is a habit formed early in life and that the first elections are of crucial importance. For citizens in EU member states, one of the first elections after coming of age will be an EP election, i.e. a second-order election with low turnout. Franklin and Hobolt also find support for their claim in their empirical analysis. However, their analysis relies on aggregated data, with potential problems in terms of both omitted variables bias and ecological fallacy.
In Essay III, I use what I argue is a more adequate design and better data to examine if having a low-turnout election as the first election after coming of age has an effect on turnout in a subsequent national election. The analysis is based on the 2014 Swedish EP and national parliamentary elections. The Swedish case is of particular interest since Sweden has one of the biggest differentials in turnout between EP elections and national elections; in the 2014 elections that differential was 35 percentage points. If having a low-turnout election as the first election experience affects the likelihood of voting in a following election, then Sweden provides a setting where this effect is likely to be found.

The study is conducted using an RD design, which facilitates estimation of causal effects. I take advantage of the strict voting-age restrictions in elections which mean that young people who come of age just before or after election day are likely to be very similar, apart from only the former being eligible to vote. The main sample consists of two groups: 1) young people who turned 18, and thus became entitled to vote, in the two weeks before the Swedish EP election in May 2014; and 2) young people who turned 18 in the two weeks following the election and were therefore not entitled to vote in the EP election but could vote in the national parliamentary election later the same year. The two groups can be seen as a treatment group and a control group, where the treatment consists of being entitled to vote in the EP election. The causal effect is estimated by comparing the mean turnout in the two groups in the following parliamentary election in September 2014. Since 2014 can be seen as a special occasion with the two elections very close in time, I use a similar RD design to also study the effect that having the 2009 EP election as one’s first election experience has on turnout in the 2010 parliamentary election. The data includes validated voting records, and, because all covariates are retrieved from registers, there is no nonresponse.

The results show no negative effect of having an EP election as the first electoral experience. Quite the contrary: my examination of the 2014 elections reveals a positive effect on turnout in the parliamentary election. This might be due to the short interval between the two elections and an overlap between the two political campaigns. Young people who were entitled to vote in both elections might therefore have been exposed to more political information than those who turned 18 after the EP election. However, the effect vanishes when I control for age in days. It can be debated whether a control for age should be added when the difference is less than a month, but it nevertheless casts some doubt on whether there really is a positive effect.

In any case, I do not find any support for the claim that having an EP as the first election experience has a negative effect on turnout in a following national election. This result also holds when I examine whether having the 2009 EP election as the first election after coming of age had any effect on turnout in the 2010 parliamentary election. My study therefore contradicts the results of Franklin and Hobolt (2011). The difference might be due to our different research designs, and I argue that the design I use is more suitable than theirs.
Results

Essay IV

Over the years, much effort has been devoted to increasing political interest and participation among young Swedes. One example of such efforts is student mock elections, in which students both receive information about the political process and get to practise casting a vote. Mock elections have been held at a number of Swedish lower and upper secondary schools during election years since at least the end of the 1960s. From 1998 onwards, this developed into a broader initiative with national campaigns and a public presentation of the total vote tally. This brought mock elections to more people’s attention and the number of participating schools has subsequently increased. The mock elections are funded by the government and can be seen as part of their efforts to increase political interest and efficacy among young people in Sweden.

Student mock elections are not peculiar to Sweden; they take place in many countries across the world (Borge 2016). In some countries they are organised nationally, and in others, such as the US, initiatives may be regional or even come from a single school. The country with the longest history of student mock elections is Norway, where students have participated in such elections since after the Second World War. They have also received scholarly attention. Borge (2017) finds that students who vote in Norwegian mock elections are also more likely to express an intention to vote in subsequent real elections. This correlation cannot be interpreted causally since it could be due to various factors not controlled for. Furthermore, it is very possible that this intention to vote does not translate into actual voting; after all, talk is cheap.

No previous study has examined the effects of mock elections on turnout in real elections. In Essay IV, co-written with Sven Oskarsson, we attempt to fill this gap. The analysis is based on unique administrative data that provides information on turnout in the Swedish 2009 EP and 2010 general elections for everyone in the population eligible to vote. This data, combined with information on which upper secondary schools arranged mock elections between 1998 and 2010, makes it possible to estimate the effects on turnout of having been enrolled in a upper secondary school that ran a mock election.

When we use a regression model to study all upper secondary school students between 1998 and 2010, we find that those who were enrolled in a school that arranged a mock election voted to a slightly greater extent in the 2010 Swedish parliamentary election than those students who were enrolled in a school that had no mock election. The schools that arranged mock elections are not, however, a random sample of all Swedish upper secondary schools. A direct comparison of turnout among students who have or have not been exposed to a mock election is likely to be afflicted by bias. We therefore add sets of control variables to our models at both the school and individual level, including student grades and turnout among parents. This leads to a substantial decrease in the estimated effect of having experienced a mock election, and it becomes minuscule and statistically insignificant.

Although we do not find that having been enrolled in a school that arranged a mock election has any general effect on turnout, it is possible that such an effect might be found in specific subgroups. In previous literature, the school has sometimes been seen
as an institution that can compensate for the different socio-economic backgrounds of its students (e.g. Rosenstone and Hansen 1993, p. 136). If such compensatory effects exist, it is possible that we might find that being exposed to a mock election has an effect on turnout among those who have a poor socio-economic background and are therefore less likely to vote. On the other hand, it is also possible that students with a rich socio-economic background are more susceptible to the influence of a mock election and the associated political information, and that we are therefore more likely to observe an effect in that group instead. In order to examine whether such heterogeneous effects exist, we have estimated models where we have split our sample into quartiles depending on socio-economic background and run separate regressions for each group. Although we have a large sample and relatively precise estimates, we do not find any significant effects in any of the quartiles. This indicates that mock elections do not have any compensatory effect on political participation, and nor do they increase participatory inequality.

In the essay, we also examine whether mock elections have different effects in the short and long term by separately studying students enrolled in upper secondary school in 1998, 2002, 2006 and 2010. We do not find there to be any clear pattern, and the overall conclusion is that mock elections do not increase turnout in real elections. Finally, we have carried out a corresponding analysis with turnout in the 2009 EP election as the outcome variable. This was done in order to see if we could identify an effect on voting in an election where relatively few people turn out to vote. But the result is the same there too—the estimated effect is insubstantial and insignificant. Taken together, the main conclusion in the essay is that mock elections do not promote voting in real elections. However, as I return to when I discuss the implications of this in the final section, there are other reasons for schools to arrange mock elections apart attempting to influence turnout.

**First elections and habit formation**

Three of the essays contained in this thesis have looked in different ways at whether voting is an act of habit, by focusing on turnout among young people encountering their first elections. The theory of habitual voting states that, other things being equal, casting a vote in one election increases the probability of voting in a subsequent election. In this field of research, the initial level of turnout among young people is of particular importance (e.g. Plutzer 2002; Franklin 2004). Those encountering their first election after coming of age could, according to this theory, form a habit of either voting or abstaining. As discussed in the section on theoretical approaches to voter turnout, there are various possible mechanisms that might explain why voting is self-reinforcing, and I have classified those mechanisms into three categories where voting can: 1) decrease the cost of future voting; 2) change the individual’s psychological orientation towards political matters and voting; and 3) increase the probability of being targeted by various GOTV campaigns in subsequent elections. There have, however, been few attempts to work out which mechanisms are at play. This is not surprising since the question of whether voting is a habit has not yet been settled—previous studies have reached
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contradictory conclusions. The results presented in this thesis are in line with earlier studies that have failed to find empirical support for the theory of habitual voting (e.g. Gäbler, Potrafke, and Rösel 2017; Bechtel, Hangartner, and Schmid 2018).

Essay II shows that 18-year-olds, who are embedded in an advantageous context, vote to a substantially greater extent than their slightly older peers also encountering their first national parliamentary election after coming of age. By voting they gain knowledge about how to vote, and they obtain at least some political information, which might be expected to lower the cost of future turnout. They might also receive some positive reinforcement from family and friends, which could help to form a self-image as a politically-involved citizen (Plutzer 2002). Nevertheless, when the same individuals face their second election, the earlier difference in turnout by age disappears. This result also holds when I study EP elections, and also when I restrict the analysis to a subset of young people who have not moved to a new municipality between elections. The design of the study is not experimental, so it is not possible to establish any causal mechanisms, but the results are consistent for different types of elections and they are not what is to be expected if voting is self-reinforcing.

In Essay IV, we reach a similar conclusion when we study the effects of student mock elections on turnout in real elections. Mock elections are not real elections—which determine who gets elected and what public policy will be implemented—and they are not discussed in the literature on habitual voting. However, by providing students with information about political parties and the electoral system, and also enabling them to practise casting a ballot, mock elections could, through the first two of the above-mentioned mechanisms, increase the probability of voting in subsequent real elections. But we discover no such effect, neither in the short term nor the long term, regardless of the socio-economic background of the young people we study.

As shown in these two essays, a positive boost in terms of political information and experience of voting does not seem to increase turnout at the next election, even though it might be expected to reduce the cost of voting and possibly promote a positive civic orientation. On the other hand, a negative first electoral experience does not seem to decrease turnout either, as shown in Essay III. At least, I do not find that experiencing an EP election as one’s first election after coming of age has a negative effect on the propensity of voting in a subsequent parliamentary election. The design of that study makes it possible to interpret the results causally.

Taken together, Essays II–IV look in varied ways at turnout among young people and the importance of the first election in forming a habit of voting. Although the studies use different data materials, methods and research questions, the main conclusion is the same: the first election after coming of age does not have a substantial impact on future turnout. This result has some profound implications, not least for the debate on lowering the voting age, as I will return to in the next section.

Although for the analyses described here I have used data on turnout in both national parliamentary elections with high voting rates and EP elections with low voting rates, all the data refers to elections in one country—Sweden. The relationships between different individual characteristics and turnout in Sweden have been found to be similar to what is found in other countries (Öhrvall 2015), so there is reason to expect that
In introduction the results are also valid in other electoral contexts. Nevertheless, it is worth reiterating that the cost of voting is relatively low in Sweden; registration is automatic, voting cards with information about the location of the polling station are distributed to all individuals entitled to vote, and there are plenty of opportunities to cast an early vote at different public locations, both before and on election day. In some countries, such as the US, citizens have to register in advance to cast a vote, which may be an arduous process. This represents an additional cost of voting that is removed after the first occasion (unless a change of residence demands re-registration). It is therefore possible that, in such a context, voting in one election reduces the cost of voting in subsequent elections in such a way that voting becomes self-reinforcing. Additional research is therefore warranted in order to become more confident of the generalisability of the results presented here.

Implications of the findings

Political equality is a fundamental democratic ideal. Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995, p. 1) state this in the following way:

In a meaningful democracy, the people’s voice must be clear and loud—clear so that policymakers understand citizen concerns and loud so that they have an incentive to pay attention to what is said. Since democracy implies not only governmental responsiveness to citizen interest but also equal consideration of the interest of each citizen, democratic participation must also be equal.

In order for the voice of people to be heard clear and loud, some conditions have to be met. Verba (2003) differentiates between three aspects of political equality: equal rights to vote, equal capacity and opportunity to vote, and equal voice. The first includes universal adult suffrage, on the principle of ‘one person, one vote’, and can be seen as the foundation of democracy. The second refers to the resources necessary to participate. This includes civic skills and the political knowledge required to vote in accordance with one’s preferences. In this regard, voting is more equal than other forms of participation, which usually demand more skills and often require more resources, such as time and money. These first two aspects can be seen as preconditions for the third—equal voice. Nevertheless, even if one has the right and the capacity to vote, one may for various reasons choose not to cast a vote. This lack of voice makes it difficult to achieve the goal of equal consideration of the interest of each citizen.

Even if equal voice is a democratic ideal, one could argue that low turnout might not be a problem if turnout was equally low across all social groups, or across all other groups with distinct political preferences. If that was the case, the voice of the people would still be representative of the electorate and the election results could be considered unbiased. Previous studies have, however, provided plenty of evidence that voting is not an equal form of participation; non-voters are drawn disproportionally from
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among the young, the poor, and the less educated (e.g. Verba and Nie 1972; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Leighley and Nagler 2014).

If participation is unequal, the voice of the people as expressed at the polls will become biased. This not only affects who gets into office but also creates the risk of politicians paying more attention to the interests of voters than of non-voters. As Rosenstone and Hansen (1993, p. 247) put it, 'the simple fact is that democratic government provides few incentives for leaders to attend to the needs of people who neither affect the achievement of their policy goals nor influence the perpetuation of their tenure in office.' Differences between voters and non-voters thereby become important not only in terms of what they express but also in terms of who they are (see also Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995).

More equal participation could, therefore, be a means of bringing about governmental responsiveness that considers the interest of all citizens equally. Even if the distribution of non-voters over groups is more relevant to equal voice than the level of turnout, the two could be linked. This is the idea behind the law of dispersion, as formulated by Tingsten (1937, p. 230), which states that as turnout increases, participatory equality also increases. The results presented in this thesis give support to Tingsten’s law.

One implication of these results is that one way to make voters more representative of the electorate is to increase the overall turnout. In other words, it is not necessary to target specific groups with particularly low voting rates; as long as the general turnout increases, we can expect turnout to be more equal and election results a better reflection of the will of the people. Even if this is easier said than done, this finding can assist the design of GOTV campaigns. The results also put more emphasis on electoral reforms that could help improve turnout. This includes reforms of election administration that lower the cost of voting, such as automatic voter registration and accessible polling stations with generous opening hours (see Highton 1997; Highton 2004; Garmann 2017; Lisa, Mason, and Meera 2017). It also includes reforms that increase incentives to vote. For example, studies have shown that turnout in subnational elections benefits from concurrent national elections (Cancela and Geys 2016). Conducting a national referendum at the same as an EP election might also be another way to increase turnout. Another approach is advanced by Lijphart (1997), who advocates compulsory voting, based mainly on the argument that it would increase turnout and participatory equality. Previous research confirms that such a reform would increase turnout, even if the effect depends on the sanctions and how strictly they are enforced (Cancela and Geys 2016; Stockemer 2017). Hence, compulsory voting would be likely to bring about a more equal turnout, but it might be seen as a radical change, as well as morally unjustifiable, to deprive citizens of a free choice as to whether to cast a ballot or not, and there is some evidence that it could increase dissatisfaction with democracy in some population segments (Singh 2018).
Lowering the voting age

One reform suggested in the literature to increase turnout is to adjust the voting age. This suggestion has been put forward by Franklin (2004, p. 213). He claims that the lowering of the voting age to 18 in many Western countries that took place in the 1960s and 1970s led to a decline in voter turnout (Franklin 2004, pp. 190–191, 213–214). As described in the previous section on theoretical approaches to voter turnout, this claim is based on the assumption that 18 is a particularly ill-chosen voting age, because it leads to many young people encountering their first election at a disruptive time in life, when they are not embedded in a social context that promotes turnout (Franklin 2004, pp. 63–66). If voting is a habit formed by the first elections a young person encounters, as Franklin believes, abstention in that first election could have detrimental long-term effects on voter turnout. He therefore argues that either a higher or a lower voting age would be preferable to 18, but since he recognises that the former would not be politically possible, he recommends lowering the voting age further (Franklin 2004, p. 213).

As of today, Austria is the only European country to have lowered the general voting age below 18. It is now set at 16. There are, however, some German and Swiss states where 16-year-olds are entitled to vote in local elections, and steps in the same direction are also being taken in other parts of Europe. In Norway, there have been experiments with lowering the voting age to 16 in some local elections (Bergh 2013). A Swedish commission of inquiry appointed by the government has suggested that similar experiments should also be carried out in Swedish municipal elections before lowering the voting age for all elections (SOU 2016). This development has been supported by various actors. In 2015, a resolution adopted by the European Parliament (2015/2035(INI)) recommended that member states harmonise the voting age at 16 for EP elections.

The results presented in this thesis support Franklin’s conjecture that the social context is important and that turnout is relatively low among people aged 20 or 21, who are more likely to be out of school and in the process of establishing a new life away from the family they grew up in. From previous research there is reason to expect that voting rates among the 16 and 17-year-olds, who would become enfranchised with a lower voting age, would be relatively high. Zeglovits and Aichholzer (2014) have studied turnout in two Austrian regional elections and found that the voting rate in the 16–17 age group was higher than among 18–21-year-olds, who were also eligible to vote for the first time. Bergh (2013) observed a similar result in the Norwegian trial in which the voting age was lowered from 18 to 16 in some municipalities. Although these studies do not present detailed estimates of voting rates at each specific age, it is reasonable to assume that lowering the voting age to 16 would lead to a turnout among 16 and 17-year-olds that is on a par with that of 18-year-olds.

Lowering the voting age to 16 is, hence, likely to lead to more young people casting a vote in their first election after coming of age. Although such a reform would per definition bring about a more numerous electorate and in all certainty bring more voters to the polls, it would most likely have a limited direct effect on the general turnout since 16 and 17-year-olds would constitute a small share of the electorate and their turnout is expected to be around the average (Bergh 2013; Zeglovits and Aichholzer 2014). Never-
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Nevertheless, the argument put forward by Franklin (2004, pp. 21–22, 213–214) is focused on the long-term effect. By voting in their first election, it is expected that young people will be more likely to form a habit of voting and thereby vote to a greater extent than they otherwise would. According to this line of thought, the reform would have a gradual impact on the electorate as more and more generations have an early electoral initiation. However, the results presented in this thesis do not support this theory—the first election does not seem to have any substantial impact on future turnout. One implication of these results is that lowering the voting age is not likely to increase voting rates, not even in the longer term.

It should be noted that there are other arguments for lowering the voting age besides any potential effect on voter turnout. Some scholars claim, on the basis of legal and philosophical arguments, that 16 and 17-year-olds ought to be allowed to vote (e.g. Hart and Atkins 2011). There are also studies that show that 16 and 17-year-olds demonstrate no less ability to participate than that of their slightly older peers (Hart and Atkins 2011; Wagner, Johann, and Kritzinger 2012). At the same time, other studies find them to be less politically mature and therefore caution against a lower voting age (Chan and Clayton 2006; Bergh 2013). This broader debate about the voting age is beyond the scope of this thesis; I merely state that the results presented here suggest that such a reform would not increase turnout.

Even if the voting age is not lowered, young people who have not reached voting age can get election experience through mock elections arranged in schools. Such elections give students a chance to practise voting, albeit in a hypothetical setting without any political consequences. Schools can combine this activity with education on the political system and information about party platforms. Together, this could lower the cost of voting when those adolescents face their first real election a few years later, and thereby increase their propensity to cast a vote. Studies examining Danish mock elections have found that they increase students’ political efficacy and improve their political knowledge (Hansen, Hansen, and Levinsen 2015; Hansen 2017). Nevertheless, the results presented in this thesis show that mock elections do not increase turnout in real elections, neither in the short nor the long term. This is not to say that mock elections do not have merit; they can be a valuable part of social science education in schools and provide an opportunity to increase students’ interest in political matters, even if they do not have any impact on future turnout.

Mobilising young people

In this thesis, I have set out to study turnout among young people and habit formation. The main conclusion is that the first election after coming of age does not have a substantial impact on future turnout. This could be seen as a discouraging result—efforts to increase voting rates do not seem to have long-lasting effects as the theory of habitual voting proposes. But the results could also be interpreted in a more positive light: young people whose first election comes during a disruptive phase of life, or whose birthdate means that their first electoral encounter is a second-order election that draws few to the polls, are not doomed to lower turnout in elections that follow.
Even if there are no voting habits to consider, turnout among young people is a topic worthy of attention. It has been well-established in previous research that their voting rate is relatively low (e.g. Campbell et al. [1960] 1980; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Bhatti, Hansen, and Wass 2012; Leighley and Nagler 2014; Öhrvall 2015). Studies have found that the decline in turnout in a wide range of democracies over recent decades has been especially pronounced among young people, thereby creating a widening generational gap (e.g. Smets 2012; Blais and Rubenson 2013). For anyone striving to make voters more representative of the whole electorate, the question of how to stimulate turnout amongst the young is vital. The law of dispersion formulated by Tingsten (1937), and supported by the results presented here, states that a higher turnout entails a more equal participation. This means that reforms and efforts to increase general turnout are likely to decrease the gap in turnout by age. However, it is still useful for mobilising campaigns to target young people encountering their first election. Since they lack a voting history, they might have a greater demand for political information, and they might also be easier to persuade to cast a vote. As shown in this thesis, many young people encountering their first election do turn out to vote. The social context seems to be a crucial factor, and perhaps a better understanding of the social logic behind voting is the key to increasing turnout among young people. However, this thesis also shows that we should not expect one-off GOTV campaigns to have effects that last over time.
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